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Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
Crash Number live
Automobiles are real hazards to business
firms in South Fulton. They don't mean to
be; they just turn out that way.
Take last weekend,for instance. For the
second time in a year, an automobile ploughed into the front of the Happy Day Launderette, completely demolishing the whole
right-hand corner. Last year one demolished
the middle. Within the past year, automobiles have jumped the low curb in front of
Hirsch's and have shattered two plate glass
windows. And sometime this past Spring,
one "Gee'd" when it Should have "Haw'ed"
and ran right through the wall and window
at Traveler's Inn Restaurant across the street
from the aforementioned.
At Home In Detroit
When our son went to work for Radio
Station WCAR in Detroit a few weeks ago,
I figured that he would run into some exFulton-Countians before he had been up
there very long. Detroit, it's suburbs, and all
of Michigan is full of them. This newspaper
alone has well over 100 subscribers living in
Michigan.
The contact wasn't long in coming. In
his first week at WCAR,Paul has occasion to
talk to a patrolman over the phone to ask directions. Says our son, to the patrolman; "I
just got up here from Kentucky and don't
really know the city yet." So the voice on the
other end said, "whereabouts in Kentucky."
R. Paul started on an explanation where 1. ulton was, whereupon the voice said, "hold it."
The man he was talking with was 28year-old Bert Mull, a Detroit policeman, son
of the former MaybeIle Phelps, and grandson
of William Phelps and the former Maymie
McAlister. Bert's mother is from Beelerton,
but went to grade school in Hickman. His
grandparents are from Beelerton and Hickman. William Phelps, who died several years
ago, owned a farm in the bottoms, next to
Hamby's pond. Forty years ago Mr.and Mrs.
William Phelps moved to Detroit, when
Maybelle was 9.
But ever so often, MaybeIle and Bert
revisit Western Kentucky. Relatives in the
area include'Georgie and Charlie Hornsby, Ward and Sarah Bushart of Fulton, Richard
McAlister of Wingo and of course the Mc(CONTINUED ON PAGE 6)

by Betty Higgins
Thirteen candidates in the upcoming election for City Commissioner of Fulton gave thirteen varied reasons for wanting to serve as one of
the four positions to be decided upon, but all of
them add up to the same thing: They want to see
Fulton grow and be a part of that growth.
The views were expressed in a survey made
by the Fulton News in an effort to acquaint the
voters of the City of Fulton with the candidates.
In a primary to be held on September 18,
eight candidates will be selected to appear on the
ballot in the general election on November 2,
from which number the four Commissioner posts
will be chosen.
They are: Dick Armstrong,
Charts R. Bennett, Bob
Craven, Gilbert DeMyer, Bill
Gregory,
Fenwick, Charles
John D. Hales, Mrs. Lorene
Paul
Harding, Ray Hunter,
Kasnow, Thelma Lester, Paul
McClay, and J. P. Wade.

Dick Armstrong, one ofFulton's young businessmen, says
that he believes that a mtmicipal government is "big business," and should be operated
with the same philosophy as
any other business.
"I view taxpayers as

tomers and their needs and
wants should be given prior
consideration, with customer
satisfaction as the prime goal,"
he said. "In addition," headded, "a realistic view must be
taken, with the income and outgo
the important yardstick as to
what can be spent.
"I am aware that a city is
not supposed to make money
but it certainly should get value
received for every dollar
spent,. he stated.
Charles Bennett, another
Fulton businessman, voiced the
feeling of others who are presently on the commission. He
said, "I am one of the present
commissioners and we have two
or three programs going that
we want to continue."
Another candidate now filling
a commission post, Bob Craven,
stated, "I am running on the
basis of being committed to a
sound fiscal policy with no increase in city sticker fees and
no five per cent fire insurance
tax."
"If possible," he added, "I'd
like to see anew city hall built
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want to see put
through." cities, whom
he says "have
A fourth incumbent, John D. been good to me and my family."
Hales, commented along the
He believes "everyone would
same line. "I think the past have a better understanding of
commission has laid the ground their community achievements
work for plans beneficial to the and problems by serving in this
city and I'd like to see them fol- capacity and should try when
lowed
up and carried out." the opportunity is there."
Mr. Hales pointed out that
Thelma Lester, an employee
this was Just one of the many of Illinois Central, wants "to
reasons he had for filing for work for the betterment of the
candidacy. He foresees "op- people of Fulton as a whole
portunities for great growth and for the betterment of the
in Fulton" and he would like city."
to be a part of it.
In general, Paul McClay
Mrs. Lorene Harding, the
first woman to run for office thinks "It's time for a change
city government." He pinin
in many years in Fulton, wishes
an area
"to help the city. I am inter- points city spending as
need to
ested in what goes on, I would for improvement. "We
spending
like to do what I can, and I will take a look at city
down where we
do the best I can," she asserted. and try to cut
In giving his reason for run- can," he said.
J. P. Wade expresses what
ning, South Fulton businessman
Ray Hunter stated, "I like to is probably the underlying reahave good government and I son for all the candidates' runwant to be a part of the com- ning, confidence in their ability
Charles Gregory, an incum- munity that tries to give this to do the Job. He stated, "If
bent commissioner expressed good government."
we're going to have a cityhis concern with existing proPaul Kasnow sees a com- manager form of government,
grams. He said, "We have a lot missioner's post as a chance then let's get one that can do
of things in progress that we to serve the people of the twin the job."

as soon as possible."
Former mayor Gilbert lieMyer summed up his reason
for seeking a commissioner's
seat with this statement: "I
want to be of service to the
city and try to help the city
live within its financial means."
Emphasizing the current dissatisfaction with rising taxes,
Bill Fenwick
asserted that
"our people cannot continue to
support our increasing tax
structure." He continued,"Our
fire department should be upgraded so we will not have to
pay an increase in insurance
rates."
Mr. Fenwick also mentioned
as areas for consideration the
police department budget, the
abandoned Milton School as a
possible site for a new city
hall, and the replacement of
the park commission with the
Twin City Youth, Inc.
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ourvey Shows

Honor Everywheri
Like the prophet, who has honor everywhere save in his own home-town, the following communication from the reporter
of the Kentucky Unit Air Stream Trailer
National organization, a large contingent of
whose members took in the recent Banana
Festival.
Here is the letter:
A SALUTE TO THE PEOPLE OF
FULTON,KENTUCKY
Words cannot express our gratitude to
you for the wonderful weekend and warm
reception you gave to the Ky. Unit Wally
Byam Caravan Club. We take great pride in
the reputation we have bunt over the years
as a result of our own "Group Hospitality."
We are now in a shadow cast by another Ky.
group known to us as the people of Fulton,
Ky. No one can ever be more gracious or considerate than you were to our club during
the Banana Festival. The parking site, the
entertainment, the reception given us by the
townspeople as well as by local officials can
never be surpassed. You are just wonderful!
We are most thankful that we were invited to join you in your festivities and in
your endeavor to extend the hand of "friendship"to Latin America. Rest assured that we
will 'pass the word' praising your endeavor
and hospitality to our fellow travelers, and
show further that Kentucky is the "Land of
Hospitality."

lOr

Wage Price Freeze Halls Plan
To Raise South Fulton Employees
and that increased
As in every other part of the country, repro- reading
wage levels be awarded
on
cussions of President Richard Nixon's wage-prize November 12, 1971 retroactive
to
the
first
of
Septemfreeze are being keenly felt in South Fulton.
ber, 1971.
A pay increase for city employees, originally "This would mean that each
employee would receive a
to begin September 1, and in some cases amount- city
lump sum check at the time
ing to as high as a six per cent increase, will have the freeze is lifted whichwould
cover the wage increase from
to wait for the end of the 90-day freeze.
As in every other part of
the country, repercussions of The ordinance authorizing
Richard
Nixon's the wage increase, 71-10,
President
wage-price freeze are being is now in its third and final
keenly felt in South Fulton. reading by the South Fulton City
A pay increase for city em- Commission, but is expectedto
ployees, originally to begin Sep- be passed.
tember 1, and in some cases In a memotocity employees,
amounting to as high as a six city manager Jim Stark said,
per cent increase, will have to "It will be the city manager's
Welt for the end of the 90-day recommendation -that the wage
freeze,
increase be passed on its third

The now familiar faces of the Amigos hey. been seen around the twin cities a lot In the last
two weeks. Here some of the flutto. Ecuador students pose outside the Haw's Memorial Nunsins Home after a visit with some of the residents. Accompanying them were Mrs. Jane Ed-

SI. Louis Trip For Amigos
Spells Fun And Excitement

wards and Mrs. Flynn Powell.
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Parking Tickets Still Bad,
But Meter Maid Pleasant
by Betty Higgins
haven't
Chances are you
found a parking ticket plastered against your windshield
lately. But if you have, or if
you do, you'll know it's the work
of Fulton's new meter-maid,
Dorothy Douglas.
Without hesitation, Dorothy
declares, "I treat everybody
equally, if I don't, [could make
a lot of enemies."
Since her career on the police
force got off the ground August
1, Fulton's new public servant
has stayed plenty busy.
Dorothy estimates that she
walks five to six hours out of
an eight-hour day. Where does
she go?
"Well, my beat consists of
Main, Mulberry, State Line,
Walnut, Lake, Fourth, Second,
and Commercial Avenue." She
adds, "I have to make my rounds
four to six times a day."
What is the public reaction
to a female police woman?
Dorothy considers "ninety
per cent of the men jovial,
friendly, easy to get along
with," but sometimes finds
the women "not always
so
jovial." However, she is quick
to point out that everyone is
always polite.

Although she has the same ter even asked if it was a"handother patrolmen me-down" type of job.
powers of
When she isn't on the job,
when on duty, including that
of arrest, she has never exer- Dorothy enjoys swimming and
cised any of them. Her reason rock collecting and children.
"I haven't had anyone to give "I major in kids," she said. "I
like to take them bowling,
me trouble yet."
However, Dorothy has used
(Continued on Page 4)
conpower
ticket-writing
her
heaviest
siderably. On the
Friday and Saturday,
days,
she writes between 20 and
45 tickets.
In giving her motivation for
applying for the Job, Dorothy
simply says, "It has been my
life-time ambition to be in some
kind Of public service, and this
was my chance."
She finds this line of work
"a little More exciting" than
her previous jobs, among them
factory work and sewing and
typing in her home.
Dorothy resides in South Fulton with her family. Her oldest
son, Lane, 21, attends UTM and
majors in engineering. John,
19, is stationed at Great Lakes,
Illinois, with the U, S. Navy.
And Jean Marie, 16, is ajunior
at South Fulton High School.
Her children were enthusias- Fulton's meter-maid, Dorothy
tic about her new job when she Douglas prepares a ticket for
talked it over with them. After a vehicle illegally parked on
initial reservations, her daugh- Commercial Avenue.

A trip to St. Louis. Big deal? You bet!! Especially for the 14 Amigos from Quito, Ecuador
and the Fultonians who accompanied them.
The group left Fulton at 5:00 a. m. August
20, to begin the much anticipated journey that
would include a day in St. Louis as special guests
of some of the prominent officials of the city.
The trip was made possible
through the efforts of Mr. Lou
B. Biehslich, (who contacted
Louis W. Buckowitz, head of
the Greater St. Louis Parks,)
and Dub Burnette, president
of the Banana Festival.
The initial contact led to
others, and in the end, the itinerary looked like this.
— a greeting by the assistant
to the mayor at the Arch at 10
a. m. with a ride to the top of
the famous structure,
— a tour of the Busch Brewery and a visit to the stables
of the Clydesdale Parade
horses,
— a visit to Busch Stadium,
— a tour of Shaw's Botanical
Gardens;
— a visit to the Forest Park
Zoo;
— a stop at "Six Flags Over
Mid-America."
At the Arch, America's tallest national monument which
towers 630 feet, Mr. Ivan
Parker provided the group with
free tickets to ride to the top
of the structure.
Mr. R. A. Myer, president
of the Busch Brewing Company, greeted the visitors at
the Busch Stables where the
Budweiser
world-famous

September 1 to that date."
Stark emphasized that his
recommended plan might itself
be prohibited in some way before the present freeze is over.
He concluded, "If such is the
case, the city's only recourse
is to promise its employees
that wage increases will be
awarded as soon as is legally
possible."
At first, Stark viewed Ole
salary increase as an "tinder
the wire" case because consideration of the ordinance
began before the date of the
administrative announcemem.
And he proposed to go ahead
schedule.
salary
with the
However, further consideration indicated that Nixon's order did indeed apply to the
South Fulton City employees'
proposed raise, and failure to
comply with provisions of the
order might result in prohib(Continued on Page 4)

"Complaint"
Office Opens
In Paducah

Clydesdale horses
Champion
are kept.
Mrs. Nelson Tripp, wife of
the mayor of Fulton who was
unable to make the trip, presented Mr. Myer a key to the
city of Fulton, and extended
One of six Kentucky offices
him an invitation to attend the whose job is to take complaints
Banana Festival next year. of alleged violations of the adA free admission ticket, en- ministration's wage - price
titling the group to all rides freeze is in operation in Paduand attractions, was present- cah.
ed to them at Six Flags Over
Located in the Internal RevMid-America Amusement Park enue Service in the basement
by Mr. Don Bollinger. They of the Federal Building, the
also had the services ef a office handles complaints from
personal guide while at the throughout the Jackson PurPark.
chase area.
Besides the Amigos, those
Wendell Buck, group IRS
Miss
were:
making the trip
supervisor, said the local ofrunner-up
second
Smith,
Kent
fice will
handle investigahostess princess; Mrs. Flor- tions of complaints and, if
ence Ballesteros, coordinator necessary, will initiate proseof the Amigo program in Ecua- cutions.
dor; Mr. and Mrs. Burnette
In addition to the Paducah ofand granddaughter, Beth; David flee, Kentucky has such offices
Phelps and daughter Marta; located in Louisville, LexingUm Mildred Freeman; Geri ton, Bowling Green, Covington
Tripp; and Mrs. Nelson Tripp. and Owensboro.
The Amigos expressed apA clearing house is also open
preciation to all those who in Atlanta to answer questions
cars, food, and and handle complaintsfrom the
furnished
drinks especially the Turner Paducah office and other offices
and in the state which cannot be
Dairies, and the Pepsi
Coca-Cola Companies.
handled on a local level.

We salute you, the leaders and the people of Fulton)
Ky. Unit, W. B. C. C.I.
Fern Godby No. 5691
(Reporter)
203 Cardinal
Versailles, Ky.40383
(Continued on Page 4)

These high school echodirime can give•Wiese a let of trouble,
Timothy Cannel, 10114111r. and Mrs. Itehorf Bowden, NOW.
Seventh-grads teacher Cecil Mashies, Jr., Carr Blernonfavy,
as his leacher Mrs. Mildrad`Davis gives inshiscliona en regMre- talks to his pupil Lisa Campbell during registration at Carr *a Billy Nelms Ends out during registration at Fulton High
lion Monday. Timothy is
iron out problems Is Mr. Bill Milner,
as fifth-grade student at Carr Illoinsm Elementary August 23. Lisa is the daughter of Mr. end Mrs. School. On hand to he
student guidance counselor and seisms teacher.
tary.
Don Campbell.

The Fulton Cbunty News

Twenty-six years ago, Newburgh, N. Y., a mid-Hudson city
with its roots in the 17th century
and its eyes on the 20th, began a
pioneering experiment that tociay
affects the health of more thar dO.
million Americans.
The experiment was the addition of tiny amounts of a colorless,
odorless, tasteless chemical—fluoride—to the city's water Supply.
• The result, compared to an un• fluoridated sister city, was a dramatic reduction in tooth decay
among the children who have
grown up drinking Newburgh's
'fluoridated water.
In the 5,000 American communities that have followed Newburgh's example, the experiment
has meant a similar reduction in
tooth decay, dental costs and premature loss of teeth and the elimination of millions of toothaches.
Despite these apparent benefits, opponents of fluoridation have
Won in more than half the 1,138
public referendums held in communities to determine the rate of
water fluoridation, and today nearhalf the nation served by public
water supplies still does not receive fluoridated water.
This includes Fulton.
Opponents argue that fluorides can cause cancer, kidney disease, heart disease, poisoning and
a host of other disorders. However, in Newburgh as well as in
many of the 2,500 American communities where the water is natirally fluoridated, studies have
shown that prolonged intake of
-small amounts of fluoride has no
harmful effects.
Big Saving, Small Cost
.• In Newburgh, the quarter century of fluoridation has clearly
demonstrated that as little as one
Wirt of fluoride in a million parts
or water could reduce tooth decay
by two-thirds and cut the cost of
dental care by more than one-half
among those who drink the treated water from the first years of
life—all at a cost of about 10 cents
a person a year.
The United States Public
Health Service has calculated that
the $13 million it would cost to
fluoridate the rest of the nation's
water supplies would save $700million-a-year in dentists' fees.
• In the formal Newburg experiment, Kingston, N. Y., 35
miles to the north, served as the
nonfluoridated contrast, or "control" city. Kingston was chosen because, like Newburgh, it has a pop.
qlation of about 30,000 representihg a typical American cross section of upper, middle and lower
classes, and became the children
in both cities were found to have
almost exactly the same "rampant" rate of tooth decay, typical
of most American communities.
For more than a decade, teams
.
of dentists periodically examined
several thousand children in Newburgh and Kingston. Dr. David B.
Mt, who directed the project, reported on the basis of these studies
that growing up with fluoridated
water meant the following:
— Nearly a 60 per cent reduction in the number of teeth that
were decayed, filled or missing
(extracted because of decay)
among 6-to-9-year-olds.
— Seventy per cent fewer

— a dental bill for initial
tfeatment of a typical Newburgh
5-year-old of $13.86, compared to
$33.73 for the typical Kingston
child.
— By age 10, the average
cumulative cost for dental care of
the Newburgh child was less than
$50, compared to more than $100
for the Kingston child.
In Kingston, which is still not
fluoridated, residents in their 20s
who have never had a cavity have
always been and still are "as rare
as hen's teeth," says Dr. Saul
Goldfarb, who has been practicing
dentistry here for 30 years.
Periodic examinations of the
children attending Newburgh's
central school system, says that
those most likely to escape tooth
decay, a disease that afflicts 98
per cent of all Americans, are the
children who have been exposed
to fluorides while still in the womb
— that is, those whose mothers
drank fluoridated water during
pregnancy.
In the Newburgh-Kingston
experiment, 41 per cent of Newburgh's 5-and-6-year-olds whose
fluoride experience began in the
womb had no cavities when first
examined, compared to 16 per
cent of Kingston children the
same age.
Keep Bones. Teeth Strong
Just how fluorides confer their
protective action is not precisely
known. The fluoride ion is incorporated into the structure of teeth
and bones during their formation.
The presence of fluoride is believed to harden the tooth enamel
and make it more resistant to decay.
A study of adults who were
lifelong residents of Colorado
Springs, Colo., where the water
contains natural fluorides, showed
that the average person in his
early 40s had lost fewer than three
teeth. The comparable resident of
Boulder, Colo., where there are no
fluorides in the water, had lost
more than 13 teeth.
Studies have shown that the
lifelong drinking of fluoridated
water also hardens bones, making
them less susceptible to osteoporosos a common disorder among
the elderly in which the bones
weaken and tend to break easily.
Fluoride is also believed to play
a significant role in preventing
calcium deposits in the aorta, the
body's main artery.
Why does Fulton not have
fluoridated water? Why should
parents here, who are truly concerned with the good health of
their children, not make a new demand that fluorine be added to
city water? From time to time we
like to re-open this issue, in hopes
that sometime Fulton parents will
realize that they are missing—and
have missed through the years—
the biggest little health bargain
ever.
Sure, using toothpaste containing fluorine will undoubtably
help. But it is interesting to note
that the protection that fluorine
affords begins—at its strongest
level—in the formation of the
child before it is even born. That's
a little bit ahead of the toothbrushing age.

decayed, missing or filled teeth by
the time the children reached the
12-to-14-year age bracket, with a
nine-fold reduction in the number
of teeth that has to be extracted.

"GRASS ROOTS OPINION"
CASSVILLE, MO., REPUBLICAN:"Charges that the nation's
welfare program is a monumental
failure is an overstatement. Never
in the history of this nation has
there been a scheme that has succeeded so well in making paupers
out of those who would otherwise
be doing well."
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Fluoridated Water: Cuts Cavities,
Saves Teeth - - Why Not In Fulton?

"For by grace are ye saved
through faith: and that not of
yourselves: it is the gift of GO&
Not of works, lest any man should
boast." Ephesians 2:8,9
Salvation is a gift bought and
paid for by our Saviour, attainable
wily by simple faith in the giver,

Await room

SONNET 29
When, in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes,
I all alone beweep my outcast state,
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries,
And look upon myself, and curse my fate,
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,
Featured like him, like hini with friends
possessed,
Desiring this man's art and that man's scope,
With what I mos: enjoy contented least;
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,
Haply I think on thee and then my state,
Like to the lark at break of day arising
From sullen earth, sings hymns at heavens gate;
For thy sweet love remembered such wealth
brings
That then I scorn to change my state with kings.

1,

MINOR, TOO

By 10110011 C INIMINSTUIld
Union Square view: "All I see
BOOK ABOUT ISare airline signs telling me I
LANDS: Norman Ford,prolific
should have gone somewhere
author for Harian Publications,
Diller saysshe
else" . . .
Greenlawn, N.Y., has produced
once saved a man from jumping
another interesting book in
the Golden Gate Bridge . .
which he tells about vacation off
"I ran over him," she declares
isles the world around. The
Confucius say: Man with
book is filled with current in- water bed should have short
formation about house, motel •toenails . . .
and other rentals, plus things to
• ••
see and do. Writing about the
Florida Keys, he says, in part:
"Few islands in the world, no
After a tedious four-day
matter how distant or exotic, trial the defendant suddenly deoffer better water sports, skin- cided to plead guilty. The judge
diving or fishing. Ashore, there asked him angrily, "Why didn't
is sufficient hint of the Bahamas you plead guilty right at the
to make the Keys satisfyingly start and save us a lot of time
different. The climate is as tro- and trouble?"
pical as the Bahamas', the vege"Honest, Judge," whined the
tation of Key West is every bit defendant, "I was convinced
as exotic as that of Papeete .... I was innocent until I heard
If you're planning to retire, you all that evidence against me."
can spend the rest of your days
— Al Musser
on the Keys enjoying a climate
•• •
that compares favorably with
WOMEN'S LIB books and
Hawaii's."
plays, as per Herb Gochros in
"Utopia is an Island" is avail- the Wall St. Journal: "Donna
able for $2.50 at good book- Quixote", "Death of a Salesstores.
woman", "Mrs. Roberts",
•••
"Doris Copperfied", "Lady of
Herb Caen quotes a San Fran- the Flies", and "The Girl Who
cisco tourist as describing the came to Dinner."
A
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Letters Of Interest

by
GREAT RECKONING
Nancy Faulkner.Suddenly Dickon Fontayne was alone in the
world with a strange commisAugust 18, 1971
sion from his dying brother
to travel to London and warn
News
The
a famous man of a plot on his Fulton, Ky.
BY LUCY DANIEL
life. The man in danger was
none other than the tempestuous
The enclosed check is for a
Several new juvenile books new adventure yarn is an event, playwright Christopher Maryear's subscription to your
have been received from the a riotously funny case for cele- lowe. But Dickon hadn't the
very fine newspaper. A friend
Department of Libraries in bration, and a rare treat indeed. slightest idea of how to find
sent me some recent copies
him in the plague-ridden city.
Frankfort. These books cover
been born and reared
ANIMAL MIGRATION by Otto With faint heart Dickon begin, and having
a wide range of subjects of
in Fulton, I enjoyed them so
fiction and non-fiction. Let's Frisch. This is a beautifully il- his trip. He joined the jostling,
I read even the adthat
much
take a brief look at a few of lustrated book about the migra- motley crowd along the road to
vertisements.
those that might interest some tion of all animals. This book London and met rogues as well
For years my father was the
of our young people.
included a chapter on what is as friends — most notably, mall carrier on Route 5 and
migration and continues with Cicely, who began asthe former wrote news of that area for
JINGO DJANGO by A. S, insect migration, migration of and became more than the latthe Fulton Daily Leader.
Fleischman. "I'm a liar .
our waterways, birds, bats, am- ter. And so, hindered by foes
Wishing you continued suchowling phibians and reptiles and land and helped by allies, little by
making up
always
cess --good stories about my pa. I'd animals. Many of the pictures little, he drew nearer to MarBlanche Waggoner
(Miss)
say he stood seven feet tall are in full color. ANIMAL MI- lowe, learning gradually what
1676 Westwood Ave., Apt. C
and was master of the fastest GRATION will be of interest to he was as well as where he was.
Columbus, Ohio 43212
China clipper in the trade
anyone who is interested in Rich with the drama of -everyday life in Elizabethan times,
one day he'd turn up and snatch animals and how they live.
me out of Mrs. Daggatt's conAugust 18, 1971
Orphan
Beneficent
founded
MASTERS OF MODERN MUDEVIL
LITTLE FOREIGN
House and off we'd frolic to SIC by Melvin Berger. In the by Anne Alexander. Nora had
Dear Friends:
sea again." Instead, Jingo biographies of fourteen unique just returned to China, and she
from didn't like it. The customs and
and personalities, ranging
Hawks served a brief
As you are undoubtedly
violent apprenticeship as a Sibelius to Stravinsici, from the people were too strange. aware, September 1st is being
chimney sweep to General Gershwin to John Cam the as- She had been born Us China, celebrated in Kentucky as Beth
Dirty-Face Scurlock who hunt- tounding variety of ppeatieth had learned to speak Chinese
ed treasure in Boston's sooti- century music.,Is .AIBParilet• before she learned English. C.'Ntmn flay. From advance reest chimneys. It was gypsy Some of the modern compos- but spending the World War I ports, there is every indicamusic years in the United States had tion that this unique occasion
luck that put Jingo into the right ers of instrumental
chimney and then into the cus- have expressed happiness and made China a foreign land. will be a tremendous success.
Experienced as we are in ortody of a fine gentleman who hope and others, despair and Yet, since her father was a capclaimed to know his scoundrel confusion. Some have looked tain on a Yangtze River steam- ganizational work, we know that
father. Mr. Peacock lived by a back to the days of romance er, it was in China she had to this happy outcome is in no
variety of names and talents and royalty and some ahead stay. To complicate Nora's small measure due to the exand was as good a liar as Jin- to the electronic age of com- problem, the other foreign fam- posure you have been gracious
go. No matter — he knew a thing puters. The romantic and the ilies living in the Chungking enough to give us. On behalf
or two about reading treasure scientific, the beautiful and Hills for the summer were too of our Committee, may I exand far away to visit easily. And the press to you our appreciation
maps and was a passport away the ugly, conservatism
from Mrs. Daggett and Gen-'revolt — all are expressed by one girl her own age proved to for your assistance and support.
Individually and collectively,
eral Scurlock.Sid Fleischman's the masters of modern music. be stiff and silly.

FULTON'S
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1Uhrery Cr

we extend to you a special invitation to be with us on September 1st at Spindletop Hall in
Lexington.
We look forward to meeting
you at that time and personally
expressing our gratitude.
Very truly yours,
(Mrs.) Edward J. Shaheen
Chairman

A
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coy,
ticKL
bride
20 h
per 1

ml
August 19, 19'71
Editor
The Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Sir:
It has been an honor and
pleasure to have served the
people of Kentucky and your
newspaper has made the Job
more pleasant.
I am happy to present you
this Service to Agriculture
Citation in thanks and appreciation for your contribution
to Agniculture..-- Jtentuckyts

•

industry.:

As your Kentucky Comintastoner of Agriculture, I want
to thank you for the fine cooperation that has been affordof
ed both the Department
Agriculture and myself in the
Fulton County News.
Very truly yours,

Joyne
Streei
Tht
knit

wore
She c
cover

Tht
ed at
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mint

ins:
Atto
Miss
Philli
Kinne
hey, 1
Rene
Betts,
Doris
Hoops
Rand
Vowel

J. Robert Miller
Commissioner
August 18, 1971
Dear Editor:

sponsored by the 4-H Club and Future Farmers The Rotary Club of Fulton
of American in Connection with the annual Farm wishes to thank all the nice folks
immeasurably in
Bureau picnic. Ermon, a little mite of a fellow who helped
making our ham breakfast and
has been interested in a cattle show since he was luncheon
so successful.
old enough to walk and takes care of many of the The following firms donated
TWENTY YEARS AGO
products so the Rotary Club
many chores connected with their raising. This would
show a nice profit for
AUGUST 24, 1951
year's winning calf was presented to Ermon last their efforts. In turn the Rotary
The first Community Concert of the season year by Dr. Ward Bushart for winning the cham- Club will sponsor projects to
will be held on Nov. 27, at 8 p. m. in the Carr In- pionship class. Dr. Bus'hart presented the winner benefit the community.
DONORS
stitute Auditorium, it was announced today by with another calf this year.
A & P — coffee
la
Coca-Cola—Coca-Co
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Secretary of the Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Tripp entertained the E. W. James—salt, pepper,
Community Concert Association.
eggs, jelly
The first artist will be Denis Harbour, bass Cub Pack Committee and their wives Tuesday Turner Pure Milk Company—
a
with
delightful
in
Pierce
home
butter, coffee cream, milk
their
at
evening
baritone, who is a native of Canada. In 1950 he
scored a great hit in his Montreal operatic debut, fried chicken supper. Mr.Tripp is the Fulton Cub We sincerely appreciate the
help.
as Mephistopheles in "Faust." Mr. Harbour then Pack Leader,
leaped into prominence, when Arturo Toscanini
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
'All Hands'
chose him for the role of King of Egypt in the
of the Fulton ROTARY CLUB
AUGUST 25, 1926
complete radio-television tavadcast of "Aida."
August 19, 1971
Purely Personal-Opening Day of the Fair:
Four local boys, Don Wright, Larry Caven- Brother Freeman was an interested occupant of a The Fulton News
der, Rice Owen, and George Wolfe, members of box; A. G. Baldridge saw most of what was do- Fulton, Ky,
the Fulton Conservation Rifle Club, and their ing; Claude Freeman was sporting an "Irish slick- Dear Sir:
instructor, Hunter Whitesell, left Thursday er"; Mace McDade was close to the fence; "Doc"
morning for Frankfort, where the boys will par- McGee was greatly interested in the chickens.,, We would appreciate getting
your issue of August 5,als0any
ticipate in the State Conservation Rifle and Mos- (feathered of course).
of the writings on our artist
keet Championship Match. Champions from all
Charlie C. Freeman,KS Charlie
Joe Hall loaned his brand new slicker when was billed for your Banana
over Kentucky will participate.
it rained; Bob Binford must be going to enlist-he Festival. If this does not take
too much of your time, send
Eight lettermen are on the Bulldog squad at was with the "lieut" a good deal; Lee Rucker shut us any of this material and/or
and
the
they
off
the
watched
Brunswick
"geeissues which mention Charlie
present headed by four regulars from last year's
we will pay for the Wiles.
team. Dee Lewis Polsgrove, center, Don Mann, gees" go past; Sam Bard was in the grandstand, andCharlie
C. Freeman and
halfback, Bobby Buckingham, halfback and Daw- "large as life, and twice as natural:" J. C. Wiggins wish to thank you, your paper
in
the
was
interested
whole
show;
And
Bob
and all the fine folks in Fulton
son Huddleston, fullback, are the returning
their help in ao many waYa.
starters. Donald Mac Speight, tough little guard, White ran him a close second; N. G. Cooke and for
We have not been in afriendlier
it.
most
of
was
daughter
George Wolfe, and Joe Pigue, both big boys and
city and some day we hope to
be back to see you again.CharBobby Toon, back, are the other returning letterlie
was pleased with the wadi.
The dance last night given at the *Mona
men.
once reactions and very much Soin
honor
of
Hotel
fair
the
visitors
was
one of the on the sang "How Great Thou
According to Coach Bill Hogg,"We need at
present two ends, two tackles, two guards and a most brilliant and enjoyable events of tbe week's Art."
Thanks again and please tell
quarter-back to replace graduating seniors Alex entertainment. Wallace Bryants Syncopators' your
public how we appreciated
Noffel, regular guard for two years and his run- orchestra of Paducah furnished the music.
the opportunity to be in Fulton.
Sincerely,
ning mate at the other end Jimmy Sisson. Dan
Mrs. Charles Talley of Memphis is the house
Collins, Willie Rice and Glynn Ray Powell have
Charlie S. King Jr,
left the end positions vacant Bobby Clifton and guest of Mr. Jake Huddleston on Eddings Street.
Bobby Copeland, giant tackles, have left the
Mrs. Elizabeth Etheridge paid a pretty com- (Mr. Ralph Puckett of Fulton
tackle positions with no experienced men.
through Memphis a few
pliment to her house guest, Miss Louise Nicholls came
months back and heard Charles
of
Ala.,
Birmingham,
making
her
he
liked what ho hoard
honor guest C. —
Eamon Workman, 11-year-old son of Mr. and
contacted me, and this la.
Mrs. Clint Workman of Hickman, for the third when she entertained the Entre-Nous Club at her and
one of the reasons wee were
straight year took first honors in the Calf Show home on Fairview.
chosen for your country show-)
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Girl graduates of high schools scholarships is that the girl
who have given up hope of at- must be willing to work 12 hours
tending college this fall because each week at the college. Anothof lack of finances are being er requirement for the college
cohered scholarships at Midway students is that they must have
Junior College, Midway, Ken- maintained an average grade
tucky.
of C or above during their high
Midway Junior College still school years.
has 80 scholarships open for
Girls interested in scholargirls. These can be a full or ships should write the Office of
partial scholarship depending Admissions and Financial Aid,
upon the financial situation of Midway Junior College, Midthe individual girl and her fam- way, Kentucky 40347.
Registration is August 29.
ily.
Scholarships are also open to High school classes beg in
girls who will be in their junior August 30 and college classes
or senior year of high school start September 2, although Dr.
at
Midway College's high Albert Cox, president of the one
school division, Pinkerton High hundred twenty-five-year-old
school, has stated that regisSchool.
In the case of a girl who is a tration can be held open as late
Junior in high school this fall, as September 10 for those who
she could obtain a full four- must register late.
year scholarship to see her all
the way through two years of
college at Midway.
Five courses of study are
offered at Midway Junior College — liberal arts, teacher
alienation, commerce, home
Mrs. Ails G. Fatheree of
economics and nursing.
The one requirement for all Bartlett, Tennessee, and Mervine Williamson of Fulton were
married August 14 at the United
Methodist Church at Bartlett.
Reverend Howard Rash officiated in the presence of the immediate families.
Attending the wedding from
were Mrs. Donald
Fulton
Mabry, Mrs. William P. Sheehan, Miss Katherine Williamson, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Mrs. Shelia Barron McKin- Gordon.
ney, August 21 bride of David
Mr. and Mrs. Williamson now
McKinney, was honored with a reside in Bartlett.
bridesmaids' luncheon August
20 hosted by Mesdames JasCHECK THAT SOUP
per Vowell and R. C. Joyner.
The Fulton Courity Health
The party was held at the
urges anyone pasJoyner
residence on Green Department
cken
Campbell'e
oessing
Street.
The bride-elect chose a pink vegetable soup bearing the code
knit dress with white trim and number 07,P13,701X to return
wore a corsage of white daisies. it to the store from which it
She was presented a silver was purchased or to destroy(be
contents and send the label to
covered casserole.
The fifteen guests were seat- Campbell's Soup Company.
ed at the dining table whichwas Paris, Texas, for a refund. The
overlaid with a cutwork cloth soup Should net be fed to aniand centered with an arrange- mals.
ment of Queen Elizabeth roses
in a silver bowl.
Attending the luncheon were:
HAS SURGERY
Miss Barron, her mother, Mrs.
Dennis Wham was expected
Philip Barron, Mrs.Harry McKinney, Miss Sherry McKin- to be released from Lourdes
..hey,. Mies Paige Miller, Mess Hospital Wedoesday, Mamma 25,
Rene
May, Miss Kimberley a:dewing sairgesy on bas foot.
Betts, Miss Karen Tress, Miss Mrs. Earl Lohaus, his mother,
Doris Bolin, Mrs. Tommy said that Dennis wilt return to
Hooper, Mrs. Dee Fry, Miss Muniay State University next
Randa Nabors, Miss Vicki week where be will begin his
Vowell, and the hostesses.
junior year.

Mrs. McKinney
Honored With
A Luncheon

18, 1971
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South Fulton PTA Names
New Officers, Chairmen

Five Area People
Meet For Emberton

TERESA GAIL LUSK

Teresa Lusk, Philip Rose
Plan A September Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Lusk
of Cayce, Kentucky, are announcing the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Teresa Gayle,
to Philip Ray Rose, son of Rev.
and Mrs. Thomas Rose of Dukedom, Kentucky.
The bride-elect's maternal
grandparents are Mrs. Ben
Bonds of Fulton, and the late
Mr. Bonds. Her paternal grandparents are the late Mr. and
Mrs. Edd Lusk.
Mr. ROSI'll maternel grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Burgess of Mayfield, Kentucky.
His paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Rose of
Arlington, Kentucky.

Miss Lusk is a 1971 graduate of Fulton County High
School.
Mr. Rose is a 1969 graduate of Fulton City High School.
He attended Murray State University for one year. He is
presently employed by the
Tire and Rubber
Goodyear
Company of UnioniCity, Tennessee.
The double-ring ceremony
will be an event of September 18 at 7 o'clock p. rd, at
Cayce Baptist Church, Cayce.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship hall.
No formal invitations are
being sent, All friends and
relatives are invited to attend

MSU To Offer
Clothing Class

•

_Years Pass Qutckly
For 1921 Graduate

Chuck Halterman and Candy
were named junior
Walker
golf champions at the Fuller
Country Club August 20. Chuck
won the boys' championship
with a 51, and Miss Walker
By Janet Pottle
vocations. She married right won the girls' championship
(Third In a series)
out of high school and, two with a 52 in the nine-hole
daughters soda son later, Mrs. tournament.
For Mrs. Bob Hughes—known Hughes admitted that the years
Halterman's parents are
as Hazel Sudberry to her class- had been busy ones for her. Mr. and Mrs. Bud Halterman.
mates in the 1921 graduating
Yet they were full of excite- Miss Walker is the daughter
class—the 50 years since grad- ment joy, and finally sadness; of Mrs. Kay Walker.
uation have speeded by so in 1948 the death of her hus- Eric Fishel was the runnerquickly that she has to ''look band brought profound sorrow up in the 14-15 year-old divi•
around at my children and to her.
sion. Reieana Brockwell was
grandchildren to 'realize it has
A few years later, her chil- the
runner-up in the girls'
been that long."
dren married one by one, and division.
After graduation, she chose now she is the grandmother of
In
the
9-11-year-old divihousewifery and motherhood as four children.
sion, Jay Graves, son of Mr.
Of course, that could be the and Mrs. Jack Graves, was the
Mrs. trophy
end of her story, but
winner with a 52. Scott
Hughes has written a new c hap- McKnight was the runner-up.
histhe
and
history
ter in her
Eight year-old Jim Fishel,
tory of the 1921 class. In 1958, youngest golfer in the tournashe became a "career grand- ment, will receive an award.
mother," taking a Job as secretary to the Hickman, Roofing
and Insulation Company and
opening up an entirely new life
With a championship game and interest.
Today, after 16 years ofem- The News takes pleasure in
against New Johnsonville still
remaining to be played,the Ful- ployment there, she laughingly wishing the following Mends
ton Fillies hold the distinction says that the job has "really "IMppy Birthday":
of being the only unbeaten team
Dianne Clement, Mike Taybeen an experience. And I've lor, Chuck Wright, August 26;
in the ITT tournament.
it."
of
minute
The Fillies picked up a win enjoyed every
Bob McKnight, Doyle Friends,
at Milan August 19, then came
Interestingly, she points out August 27; Barney Green, Ethel
back the next night to beat the her most cherished work is Hemphill, August 28; Mrs. W.
Milan Miss-Fits 11-4, A six- teaching the Adult Ladies Sun- ham Smith, August 29; John
run fifth inning was followed day School Class at the First Mitchell, Donald Crews, David
by four runs in the sixth and Baptist Church here in Hick- Reed, August 30; Mrs. Breeds
one run in the seventh inning. man.
Kay Gorman. Ewa Holloway,
Edye Dowdy led the Fillies
In summing up her feelings J. Roiand Laird, Harvey
Vick,
with a home run and two sin- about graduation and the years
August 91; Marvin Came,
gles. Cheryl Underwood chalk- following, Mrs. Hughes echoed Sr.,
Cloys,
Cloys,
MarIra
Wihna
ed up a double and two singles, the sentiments of many other
Deborah Hutchins, three sin- members of her class when she garet Elizabeth Powell, Mrs.
gles, Jimette Gilbert. Evelyn said, "It's been a wonderful 50 E. H. Knighton, Sepibamber 1.
Alexander, and Paula Hutchins, years. I don't think I would have
VISITS IN HOME
two singles.
missed them for the world."
Guests in the home of Mr.
Fonda Bondurant, Susan
and Mrs. Frark Jones recently
Moore, and Martha K. Moore
RETURNS HOME
were her brother, JOTIIIIS Saiall singled.
Marilyn Emery of Centralia, maa end his wife of Puerto
game,
The championship
scheduled for August 22 but Minces, has returned home af- Moo; and two eaters, Mrs.
rained out, will be played at ter spending a week with Lee Boyd Carter and Mrs. Ovie (Dara later date.
Ann Smith.
ter, both of Mayfield

An evening class in beginRussell Ross, president ot Mrs. Fred Collier,
calling
the South Fulton PTA, has an- committee, Mrs. Bobby Mc- ning clothing construction will
nounced the new officers and Connell and Mrs. Russell Ross. be offered during the fall secommittee chairmen for the
Budget and finance, Kenneth mester at Murray State Unimgyear.
comin
Crews, Virgil Yates and Harold versity to accommodate area
The first meeting will be held Henderson; character and spit- women whose daytime commitTuesday, Oct. 12, with open anal; Don Kester; cookbook ments prohibit regular class
house and an opportunity for committee, Mrs. Ned Waldrop, attendance.
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairthe parents to become acquaint- Mrs. Clyde Sttmson and Mrs.
ed with their child's teacher. mac Burrow; publicity, Mrs. man of the home economics
department at Murray State,
The high school will alsehold.gdward
- 'PTA officers for the coming said the course entitled Home
open house this year.
Ross urges all parents toirlar are: President, Russell Economics 121, Clothing and
vice-president, Mrs. Textiles, is in response to sevmake an effort to attend. Meet- Ross;
big time will be 7:30 p. m. Bobby McConnell; secretary, eral requests for anight class.
To be offered for three se
Committee chairmen for the Mrs. Roy Coley; treasurer,
year are: membership, Mrs. Mrs. Ned Waldrop and parlia- mester hours of credit or for
the class will meet reguaudit,
Hammock;
legislation, mentarian, Mrs. Mac Burrow.
Charles
tarty on Thursdays from 6 to
C. D. Jones, Edd Neeley, David
9 p. m., beginning September
Phelps, Milton Counce, Clyde
2. Miss Sue Fairless, ass'sStunson, Ralph Puckett and
professor of home ecolast
Bushart; hospitality,
Harry
nomics, will be the instructor.
Mrs. Peggy McConnell and
Besides clothing construcroom mothers.
tion, the course will also emFounders Day, FHA memphasize selection of fabric
bers; health, Mrs. Tommy
and patterns and fitting of garLawson; scrapbook and history,
ments.
Mrs. James Robey; program,
ecohome
Five
County
Obion
Mrs. Koenecke said theclass
Mrs. Johnny McConnell; PTA
among will be limited to 20 people.
Magazine, Mrs. Clyde Stunson; nomics teachers were
teachers
370
approximately
.
Kelly
Larry
Mrs.
unable to register
Students
citizenship,
Safety, Elmer Mansfield;cui_ from 85 Tennessee counties to during the regular registraconference
tion August 30-September 1 may
tural arts, Mrs. Billy !Annex.; attend a four-day
cooperation with colleges, Vir- On Consumer and Homemaking register at 8 a. m. Saturday,
9-12.
UTM
at
August
Education
Cunning_
September 4, in the ballroom of
gil Yates and Wyatt
ham; juvenile protection, Cleo Attending from Obion County the Waterfield Student Union
health, were: Mrs. Carolyn Coving- Building.
McClanahan; mental
ton, Kenton High School; Mrs.
Phyllis Goodwin, South Fulton
JONES IMPROVING
High School; Miss Katherine
W. A. Jones, a Water Valley
Jones, Obion County Central
High School; and Mrs. Louise resident formerly of Fulton, is
Johnson and Mrs. Louise Til- improving in Western Baptist
son, Union City High School. Hospital following a fall at his
The main purpose of the con- home August 19 in which he
was to focus on the suffered a fractured Shoulder
ference
need for and ways of increas- and hip. His men number is
The Hickman County Sesqui- ing relevance and depth in 203.
centennial queen committee is home economics instruction in
making candidata; for die con- the high schools.
TRAFFIC POME: He drove
Director of the conference
test to select a queen to reign
at 90 thru the rain; death came
superYates,
Miss
was
Mabel
over activities during the celeso fast he felt no pain.
bration week set for October visor of home economics, Ten—Tix of the Tunnel fop.
Educaof
Department
nessee
3 - 10.
tion. Miss Mary R. Armstrong,
Contestants must be Hickman
UTM dean of the School of Home
County residents and must be
Economics, coordinated the
15 yearis of age or over—marprogram.
ried or unmarried. Officials
stressed that the contest is not
a beauty contest but a popularity centeet.
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
iAny girl or woman meeting
the above qualifidatilons land desiring to paricipate in the conDear Ann Landers? Remem- comes a problem is when some able to have one of our own, we
Five area people were among
test is asked to send her name
ber the nagging wife who signed jerk like you sells out her own decided to adopt. As is often the
23
from
representatives
the
to Box 1821. Clinton, Kentucky,
If case, I became pregnant within
an or- her letter "The Screamer?" sex and sides with the men.
stating name, address and counties who attended
what I'm talking a few months after the adopganization meeting for the Ern- Well, your answer was Noth- you don't know
phone number and that she is
about, Annie old girl, you and tion. I gave birth to a darling
berton-Host team for governor ingsville.
Interested in becoming a candiMy husband is a beautiful your husband must be a couple little boy when our adopted son
and lieutenant-governor at Kendate for the queen's conteaL
saints.—Benton Har- was 13 months old.
tucky
Lake Tuesday night, guy, but I am not blind to his of plaster
Friends and relatives have
Plume are now belling formu- August 24.
faults and I see no reason to bor Wind Pipes
Plaster made the following remarks:
Dear Bent Pipes:
lated for a full week of festiviThose from Fulton County act like everything is hunkyso happy for you. Now
"I'm
We
ties connected with tha county's were Mrs. John Bacon and her dorey and keep my mouth shut. saints? Don't bet the rent.
chservance of its 150th year of daughter from Hickman; Bich. (Your stock advice.) My hus- have, however, learned to live you know what it means to be a
without nagging OR real mother." And how do you
countyhood.
are Myatt, Mary Alice Coleman, band has all the human frailties together
like this one: .An adoptedchild
Hickman County was formed and Mrs. Charles Pawlukiewicz mentioned by "Screamer," plus screaming, so please don't tell
a few more. To be specific, me it's an essential part of can be a great joy, but it can't
in 1921 and was named for from Fulton.
compare with having your own
marriage.
every
he:
Cart. Paschal Hickman, River
I love the way you list your baby." The most incredible
(1) Takes a bath once a week.
Reisin hero. Originally the
ATTEND REUNION
husband's faults and then say, remark was made by my aunt.
colintY comprised the entire
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Martin, Maybe.
fresh under- with a perfectly straight face— She said "Isn't it a shame
Jactien Purchase in Kentudky. West Highland Drive, end their (2) Ignores the
and "So what? Nobody's perfect." you didn't wait Just a few months
later eight counties Save been guests. Mr. and Mrs. W D. wear I set out for him
soiled things for a If you can put up with a man more before adopting. Tough
formed widdia the taloa area, Lap land children of St loula wears the
week or ten days at a time. who takes a bath once a week— luck."
including Hickman. The Bret attended a Leip family reunion
I don't know how to answer
(3) Brushes his teeth once maybe — ignores fresh undercounty seat Wite Columbus at Kentucky Da,m Village rewear ten days at a time, brush- these ignoramuses. Will you
a week. Maybe.
Wadi% was once seriously con- cent'.
tell people through your
please
—
week
a
once
teeth
his
(4) Spends tax and insurance es
a
adored as e ate Sr die memoney on sports equipment. maybe—and can call the guy column that when parents adopt
CAMP
HOMO
PROM
tiara's capital.
"beautiful," YOU must be a a baby they love him with all
Mariana Weaks ties returned
their being, and to suggest that
A commemorative coln and
So what? Nobody's perfect. plaster saint.
Valley at
he Is loved less than a child
rdade have seen designed ,for from Camp Hidden
him
Sure I yell a lot and I nag
alvere
is outrageous
said in connection with mega- Chaethmoops, Tennessee,
plenty, but I have my faults
Dear Ann Landers: Do some born to them
this
couoselor
She
served
e
so
educating, will you and insulting.--Seeing Red
centennial activities. A street
and he yells at me too. Yell- more
return to ing is
She
MI
summer.
Dear Red: You told them,
parade is planned Sr Saturday,
an essential part ofevery please? After several years
Southwestern 1.14vemity this marriage. The only time it he- of wanting a baby but not being and in a most convincing manOctober 9, et 2 p.m.
fa* as a sophomore.

Contestants
For Queen
Being Sought

Ola
peer,

Winners Told
In Junior
Club Tourney

BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE, a whole bevy of them, including Hickman's own Nancy DeMyer who was a contestant in the International Banana Festival's Princes&
Pageant in Fulton last week. Nancy is third from the left. Behind her is Dixie Lee Traylor from Vincennes, Indiana, the 1972 Princess. At far right is Jackie Mollie,
the 1971 Hostess Princess.

Obion Teachers
Attend Meeting;
Talk Home Ec

1r

Lease tell
predated
n Felten.

.A Time For Recreation"
was the theme of the meeting
when the Chestnut Glade Club
met in the home of Mrs. Fred
Vaughan for the regular August
meeting.
The vice-president presided
in the absence of the president. The song "Bringing in
the Sheaves" was directed by
Mrs. Laverne Owensby.
The regular devotional was
presented by Mrs. Jimmie
Westbrook. The Club creed
was recited in unison.
The foods and nutrition leader gave a lesson on "Fruits in
the Family Meals" which was
carried over from a previous
meeting due to an unexpected
emergency at that time.
After a brief business session, games, contests and
pleasant conversation was enjoyed with emphasis on recreation for all persons.
Mrs. Jeter Wheat consented
to take care of the greeting
card sales.
In addition to the contest
, prizes, door prizes were won
i` by Mrs. Ada Rhodes and Mrs.
Jim Burke.
A generous amount of waterelm was served.
The September meeting will
e in the home of Mrs. Paul
Reams and Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook. Visitors are cordially
invited.

Couple Are Married
At Bartlett Church
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not take
me, send
al and/or
it Charlie
Issues.
in and I
sir paper
in Fulton
any wins.
'riendlier
hope to
n.Charhi midiy much so
sat Thou

"Recreation"
Is Chestnut
Glade Topic

Eighty Scholarships Open At
Midway; Applications Sought

Fillies Still
Unbeaten In
ITT Tourney

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Aut atancleia.

anything.
t can't add
ner.
Thanks for writing.
•••••
Dear Ann Landers: Settle an
argument, please. Situation: A
man is in a restaurant having
dinner with his wife and mother.
A friend stops by the table.The
friend has never met either the
man's wife or his mother. Who
should he introduced first?—
Kooky Arlene
Dear Kook: The man should
introduce his mother, first —
unless, of course, his wife
happens to be older.
•••••
Give in or lose him ...when
a guy gives you this line, lock
outt For tips on how to handle
the super sex salesman, cheek
Ann Landers. read her book.
let, "Necking And Petting.,
What Are The Limits?" Send
your request to Ann Landers
in care of your newspaper;
enclosing 501 in coin and a lost
stamped, self-addressed envie
lope.
(C) 1911, Publishers - Rale
Syndicate
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The Doodleawn Pipers
As I see it, the only distressing occurrence of the Festival this year was the noshow of the highly over-rated Doodletown
Pipers.
This is not the first time that "name talent" has infuriated, humiliated, frustrated
and embarrassed the Banana Festival by not
showing up for a contracted performance,
but I hope it will be the last. These egotists
who call themselves entertainers, and who
present this good, clean American-kind-ofliving-facade, have no more respect for the
people they are supposed to entertain than if
the people didn't exist.

11

As of press time on Thursday, not one
word has been heard from the Doodletown
Pipers themselves as to why they did not
show. The last word was that they were in
St. Louis on the Thursday night before the
Festival. As far as their managers and booking agents are concerned they have just been
swallowed up by the good earth, and if so
their disappearance is a tragedy to the good
earth. Few people know all of the red tape invoved in booking a so-called nationally
known group like the Doodletown Pipers.
First there is the musicians union, then the
talent agent, then the booking agent, then
the manager, then the business manager and
on and on.
I have come to believe that this network
of irresponsible impressarios is a cover-up
for placing the blame on the similarly irresponsible entertainers themselves. The buck
passing is so intricate, that the buck doesn't
really stop anywhere.

The sad part about the non-appearance
of the Doodletown Pipers is that the real
victims of their chicanery is the Banana
Festival and the people who believe in it and
want to support it.
Our voice of protest against the DoodlePipers is but one small voice in the
town
wd
.
ha
•city
.,
WHAT A NICE WAY TO REWARD A GOOD MAYOR. Being mayor
but we're going to let anybody
wilderness,
financial moments, but when a guy has an opportunity to look at sem* good figures, It makes
who cares to listen know that
everybody
'and
his job worthwhile. That's lust the way Mayor Nelson Tripp sums It up es he presents keys
Pipers, are only
Doodletown
the
think
we
to fr. city of Fulton to a whole bevy of beauteous Festival royaby. Left to rigtit ore: Hostess passing fancies on the American entertainin_
Battistero%
Florence
Mrs.
Princess Jackie Mollie; retiring Festival Princess Susan Gordon;
ment scene.
ternationai coordinator for the Banana Festival in Ecuador; Mayor Tripp; our new Princess
shown,
is
Debbie
May.
lovely—Debbie
honored
,
much
Dixie Lee Traylor and a great gal and a
The Doodletown Pipers and their ilk

may have the spotlight, f2x.s yrief moe plateau
ments. They'll never mate If
Hopes, the
of the Lionel Hamptons, The
Bing Crosbys, and all the.,other "greats"
who have weathered the fickleness of the
public.
And that is about the only consolation
we have in apologizing to the many persons
who were disappointed at the failure pf
the Doodletown Pipers to appear. At least we
won't have them to look at for more than a
few more months, and that's too long.
A South American Trip
Already people are getting in the mood
for next year's Festival. Dorothy Barker and
I are getting real excited about another goodwill mission to South America,similar to the
one taken in 1966, complete with our Baivatlhenrpirn
heasvte
nanaI F
price and the itinerary that
will take the group from Mexico City to Panama, a tour that includes the real excitement of some of this world's most enchanting cities . . Mexico City, Guatemala City,
San Salvador, in El Salvador; Managua in
Nicaragua; San Jose in Costa Rica; Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sule in Honduras. In
the latter two cities Standard Fruit and
Steamship Company and United Fruit Company have their largest holdings.
Better tell us now if you're interested.
Too large a group might not accomplish our
purpose. Thirty or 40 people is the ideal
number.
WILL PLAY IN TOURNEY
GB Morgan, Enid, Oklahoma,
winner of Poplar Meadows Invitation in Ulli030 City recently,
and Corker DeLoach of McManville, Tennessee, second
place winner, have 'wen berths
in the upcoming U. S. Amateur
Golf Tournament The tournament is set for September 1-4
in Wilmington. Delaware.

FARM ASSETS
Amerikaa
The assets of
agriculture equal about bail the
market value of all U. S. corporations listed in the New
York Stock Exchange.

S. P. MOORE & CO
140 Broadway, South Putts*

NAME OMITTED
Phone 47/-11104
In the August 19 story,
Inlaid Linoleum
—Armstrong
'Money, Ribbons and Trophies
Are Awarded" . the nalme of —Vinyl and Tile
Patrick B. Wood was mnitted —Downs and McGee Cerpefing
from the list of judges of floats
—Upholstering, Modern and
in the Banana Festival Parade.
Antique
Professor Wood, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, was here for an —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
earlier one-man art shcnv.
1111MW

wearing her crown as Miss Indiana in the Miss American pageant.

Turney Davie, HOSPITAL NEWS
Pies Fields Buy . he-610,4o, persons were
Grain Company

WEATHER REPORT
(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale,• South
rton.)
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Robinson Grain Company,
one of the largest grain mills
area, has been purin this
chased by two Hickman men
for $95,000.
Pies Fields and Turney Davie, well-known businessmen
In Hickman, bought the mill at
a public sale Monday, August
10, because, as Fields put it,
"it was a good deal and we
believe it will be good for the
community, too."
Fields clarified his statement by adding that the mill
had never been locally owned
since its construction several
years ago.
"We feel like it would be a
good idea to get the ownership
in the community," he said.
The mill has been in operation for about 13 years, according to one source. It was
built by the late Gene Williamson of Fulton and sold to Browder Milling Company. It was
later purchased by W. B. Robinson, who also owned a milling
company in Union City.
The Hickman mill processes
soybeans, corn, and wheat for
local farmers and has a 150,000 bushel storage capacity.

More people live in Tokyo —
0 12 million of them —
than in any
0
other city on earth.

S

METER MAID—
(Continued from Page One)

skatlag, and swimming."
For a person who likes peopatients in F'ulton's hospitals ple so much, Dorothy's apon Wednesday, August 25:
of her new Job isn't
praisal
surprising: "It's not in the least
HILL VIEW
boring — I get to meet people
Dexter Fowler, Wingo, Faye and see friends."
Potts, Dukedom; Judy DeLapp,
Mayfield, Mae Parfait, Crutch- WAGE PRICE—
field; Mr.and Mrs.Jack Groan(Continued from Page One)
ing, Oakton, Birdie Rice, Hickman; Ernestine Crass, Water Ring injunctions and fines up
Valley; Vera Moody, SouthFul- to $5,000.
The salary schedule, as outton; Letha Quillen, Ray Johnson, Sandra Green, Clinton; lined in the ordinance, is baa six per cent wage insically
Mary Lou Beard, Ave Vaughn,
David Phillips, Harold Con- crease for city employees with
merit increases for a substannell, Fulton.
tial number.
Stark called the measure "a
FULTON
Vodie first step in putting system
Coda M. Craddock,
that
Floyd, Linda Pittman, Irene into salaries." He said
Yates, Naomi Burns, Water the step is necessary for purfor
and
comparison
of
poses
Valley; Gilliam Bates, Laverne
DeQuette, Hickman; Anna B. uniformity.
The ordinance, in part, reads,
Everhart, Joseph M. Everhart,
it is necessary
Lillian Humphreys, Clinton; "WHEREAS,
to
provide for increases in
Loyce Thurman, Mayfield;Jenof employees
the
compensation
nie Fowlkes, Pauline McColin the service of the City of
lum, Nancy Halley, Patricia
South Fulton, Tennessee, due
Rose, Chap Taylor, Mary Wagster, Zola Young, Jane Legate, to continued inflation and risSouth Fulton; Ira Armstrong, ing living costs and to allow
Don Binford, Tom Brown, Jim the City of South Fulton, TenBurke, Emma Butts, Lady Nell nessee, to attract and retain
Craddock, Jessie Hicks, Co- qualified personnel for emzette Hill, Leroy Jobe, James ployment, NOW THEREFORE,
ORDAINED. . . The
S. Johnson, Ocella Lawrence, BE IT
employees
Evelyn Lucia, Josie Moser, rates of pay for
F. M. Murphy, Mary Nugent, in the service of the City of
Fulton
hereby
South
are
esIcie Townsend, Dennis Williams, Maggie Williams, Char- tablished in accordance with
lie Freeman, Nellie Shadwick, the compensation plan attached hereto and made a part
Fulton.
hereof."
The ordinance also provides
for new, part-time, seasonal
and intermittent employees to
be paid at a rate between $1.6o
and $2.25 per hour as determined by the city
manager.
Another ordinance also under consideration, 71-9, deals
with the
provisions of the
"Business Tax Act" as adopted by the 87th General Assembly of Tennessee, which replaces the business privilege
tax.
Stark called the act "more
progressive" than the previous
privilege tax. Briefly, it requires that businesses pay a
flat rate of ;15 at the beginning of the year. They are then
subject to another estimation
at the end of the year.
The provisions of the ordinance, retroactive to June 1,
1971, will go into effect after
passing the third reading by the
commission of South Fulton.
_

The Ford Teaig
moving out71 Fords...
make your moveand save
illudas117

FIVE -0- ONE
MAY!!LLD

HIWAY

FULTON. KY.

DIAEETES TESTS
An estimated 82 eases of diebates are undetected in Fuitort,
based on the popuhstion at
10,183 Diabetes is the seventh
loading cause of death end the
third leading cense of blindness
In the U. S. Check with die
health department dor a
betic test at any time.
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Waft no longer! "Move 'em out" time Is deems*
thee. Come get the year's biggest savings on all
Fords. All kinds of money-savers to choose from!

2000 FEET FREE PARKING
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Mrs. Myrtle Greene Ridgway,
Ficus Canton 4t4, are..!St. Clair
dent of aoate 1 Wsr.Valley, 76, resident of 9798
Heights, Ilwas clead'On arrl‘ral at Volun- Avenue, Fairview
pioneer
a
of
teer Hospital following an ac- linois, and member
family, died
cident at the Martin Brothers Hickman County
ThursContainer end Timber Prod- suddenly at 1:15 p. m.
day, August 19. She was dead
ucts, Inc. He was 54.
Born in Gleason, Tennessee, on arrival at Memorial HosFebruary 15, 1917, he was the pital in Belleville, Illinois.
Born In Hickman County,
son of the late Merdla and Mag15, 1895,
gie Stewart Klutts. He was a Kentucky, January
veteran of World War II, serv- she was the daughter of Thomas
and Joanna Jones Greene. Her
ing with the U. S. Army.
setMr. Klutts was a forklift family was one of the first
Chapel comoperator for the Martin box tlers in the Boaz
Hickman County.
factory and had been employed munity of
She was employed by the
about six years.
there for
East
Survivors include his wife, Home Clothing Company of
a member of
Mrs. Olene Weaver Klutts, to St. Louis and was
Church.
whom he was married January Mt. Moriah Methodist
Survivors include her hus25, 1941; five brothers, Leroy
of
Klutts of Chicago, Willie Klutts band, Grover C. Ridgway,
Illinois, two
of Martin, George Klutts of Fairview Heights,
0.
Griffith, Indiana, Odean Klutts daughters, Mrs. Maurine
Louis and
and Robey Klutts, both of Chi- Shevlin of East St.
of Tulcago; three sisters, Miss Beu- Mrs. Thomas 0. Bigger
A sister,
lah Klutts of Chicago, Mrs. lahoma, Tennessee,
six
Fulton,
McDade,
Dula
Mrs.
and
Mary Summers, Gleason,
three greatMrs. Lois Karsten of Chicago. grandchildren and
Three brothers preceded him grandchildren also survive.
She was an aunt of Mrs. Don
in death.
Mrs.
Services were held at 2 p.m. Hill, Mrs. Monroe Luther,
Horton
Sunday, August 22 at Kingdom Hendon Wright, and Mrs.
Hall of Jehovah Witnesses with Baird of Fulton.
Services were held at 10 a. m.
K. B. Crist and RaymondClark
August 21, at Schildofficiating. Interment was in the Saturday,
knecht Funeral Home in FairWater Valley Cemetery.
Bobby view Heights, with the Rev. ArPallbearers were:
B. Smith of First PresbyKlutts, Jack Kilts, Joe Howard thur
Church, East St. Louis,
Summers, Garvin Dorn, Greg terian
Interment was In
officiating.
Ave and Robert Rodriguez.
Greenlee cemetery in Fulton
with graveside rites held at
4 p. m. Saturday, August 21.
Henry Beck= Vaughn, 71year-old resident of 510 Wells
THREE
Avenue, died at 11 a. m. Wed- • ROUTE
Mrs. Aline Williams
nesday, August 18, at the Fulton
Hospital following a heart atThose visiting Mr. and Mrs.
tack. He was a retired farmer and had been employed as a Paul Jones Brann Sunday for
crew
member of the grounds
dinner were Mr. and Mrs. Jack
at the Fulton Country Club for Graves and son and Mr. and
Mrs. David Brann.
the past few years.
Weakley County,
Born in
Mrs. Fayne Crass has not
he
Tennessee, on May 12, 1900,
been well the past couple of
Henry
late
the
was the son of
weeks since she had surgery.
and Savannah Jones Vaughn. We wish for her a speedy reSurvivors include his wife, covery.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence TerMrs. Ruth Morrison Vaughn,
five sons, Harold (Shorty) rell from Michigan are visit-'
Johnny
Vaughn,
Vaughn, Robert
ing relatives and friends this
Vaughn, William Vaughn, and last couple of weeks. They visCharles Vaughn, Fulton, three ited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Terrell
daughters, Mrs. Frances Hoff- Sunday and we visited with them
man, Fulton, Virginia Vaughn, in the afternoon. Mrs. Terrell
Martin, and Dorothy Vaughn, was Miss Marion Nix and taught
Fulton. A daughter, Ora Mae school at Chestnut Glade sevVaughn, preceded him in death. eral years ago. It was so good
Also surviving are four half- to visit with them again.
Mrs. Juanita Wallace was
brothers, Dewey Grissom, Dick
last
Grissom, and Herman Gris- badly burned one day
som, all of Fulton, Rye Gris- week when gas from her stove
som, Anna, Illinois, and a half- oven exploded and burned her
sister, Mrs. Lottie Hendrix, face, neck and right arm. We
wish for her a speedy recovFulton.
Elizabeth ery.
A sister, Edna
half-sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Versie Cannon spent
Vaughn. a
Bobby Webb, and a half-broth- the weekend with her sister,
er, Jeff Grissom, preceded him Mrs. Clarence French, and Mr.
French. Mr.and Mrs. Lou Watts
in death.
Services were held at 2 p. m. visited with Mr. and Mrs.
Friday, August 20 at the Horn- French Sunday.
We had a good surprise
beak Funeral Home Chapel with
the Rev.Gerald Stow officiating. Tuesday when Mr. and Mrs.
Interment was in Mt. Mortal) Aubrey Clifton brought a distant relative we had never met
Cemetery.
to visit with us, Mrs. Dorothy
Maye Muir from Portland,
•LATHAM
Oregon. Then on Wednesday
By Mrs. W. C. Merriam
they came by and we visited
another cousin, Mrs. W. A.
has
who
Mrs. Auzie Ligons
West in Stui gis, Kentucky, and
Weakley
the
at
patient
a
been
we all enjoyed the day.
County Hospital for several
On Monday Mrs. Effie Croft
days, is improving and hopes and Mrs. Aline Williams drove
to return to her home in Latham
to Paragould, Arkansas and
this week.
when they returned home, Mrs.
Mrs. Lorene Parker has been
Lupie Haby came back to live
indisposed at her home for a in Fulton on Walnut Street
week following a fall at the with her brother, Tom Laswell,
factory last Monday. She re- who will make his home with
ceived some broken ribs and her there. We are so glad to
several bruises. She is better have my two cousins in Fulton
and plans to return to work this to live.
week.
Those visiting in our home
Mrs. Doy Parker visited Mrs. Friday were
Elder Lonnie
last
Latham
in
Parker
Lorene
Mozingo, Elder and Mrs. Arlie
Saturday.
Larimer, Elder and Mrs, Bobby
Sympathy is extended to the Crouch and son, Mr. and Mrs.
family of Ike Ligans, who pass- C, E, Winstead and children,
ed away suddenly last Monday Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon,
at the Weakley County Rest Elder Danny Parker and Mr.
Home. He was a former resi- and Mrs. Harper.
dent of Latham. Funeral servThere was a household
ices and burial were at Unity
shower at the home of Mr. and
FuAnderson
.
on Wednesday
Mrs. C. E. Winstead Saturday
neral Home was in charge of
night for Mr. and Mrs. Ray
arrangements.
Parks. They received many
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Hastenice and useful gifts. A large
wood and ace of Gadsden, Tencrowd attended and refreshnessee, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
ments were served.
Doughty and son and Mr. and
Mrs. Essie Davie spent a few
Mrs. Freddy Sadler were guests
days last week with her sister,
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. N. A. Croft.
Treat Doughty over the weekThe State Line Club Ladies
end.
very proud to let everyMr. and Mrs. Billy Morrison are
one know they won first prize
and Billy Jean Of Chicago, ll11at the Banana Festival for
nois, were visitors of their
their entry "Make It and Save."
parents, the Orven Morriams,
Those ladies are a clever
of Dukedom and the Neal C11bunch to make all the beautiful
nerds of rultan and other relathings they had there. We contives last treakend.
gratulate them.
Chess Morrison hasn't been
We were so sorry to hear of
quite as well for the past week.
the death of Becom Vaughn last
His visitors were: Treat Doughweek. He leaves a host of relaty, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
tives and friends to mourn his
Vaughan, and Mr.and Mrs.Bonpassing. He had lived in this
nie Cummings.
community most of his life.He
Others an the sick list are
will surely be missed by us all.
T, D. Cummings,Mown MansOur heartfelt sympathy to that
field, Ulyess Dortch and Bonfamily in their loss.
to
seems
who
nie Cummings,
be Improving.

Bible College
Opens August 30

Goodman Concert
Coming To Wingo

Henry Vaughn
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Terrell home
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in depression days from a very Hot Springs visiting several at the Durrell
Mr. and Mrs.
limited beginning, are the par- places of interest and visiting Saturday when
Detroit,
from
ants of Mrs. Julius Vaughan. with Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Clarence Terrell
Terrell and
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
On Tuesday night, Mr. and Mrs. Wright, who have been located Mr. and Mrs. Dean
Joe Terrell
J. T. Teague of Independence in Hot Springs several weeks Mr. and Mrs.
work there. One were privileged to enjoy a deChestnut joined the Vaughans for supper due to his
The absence of
and several hours
Glade news last week was due at the home of Mrs. Evelyn place of special interest in Hot licious meal
ce.
to the writer being away on Vaughan. Needless to say that Springs is the Josephine Tus- of reminiscen
Mid-Continent Baptist Mlle
The Happy Goodman Family
what was planned to be a visit much pleasant conversation saud Wax Museum. Friday we
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Potts
School College of Mayfield will begin
to relatives in Warrenburg, and reminiscence was enjoyed returned home, visiting Mrs. and their son and daughter from will be at the Wing° H igh
Trimester -on
Brann and Mrs. Opal Memphis spent the weekenqwith Gym September 3 at 8 p. m. its Fall 1971
Missouri, but which turned with these friends of our youth. Van
Monday, August 30, with regisout to be a week of vacation Several other places of interest Pounds in Memphis. On Satur- his parents, Mr.and Mrs.Her- Advanced tickets can be bought tration at 8:00 a. m.
trip. Monday morning Mr. and in Warrenburg vicinity were day we accepted an invitation man Potts, and attended the at the following places for $2.00:
New students and those COnand
In Fulton, Evans Drug Store;
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan and Mrs. visited. Wednesday morning to spend the day with Mr.
service at Oak Grove.
enrollment may conin Water Valley, Jobe's Gro- Metering
Darrel Wright left for War- we left for Silver Dollar City, Mrs. Hiriam Trantham at their
the
to
extended
is
the Registrar's Office- hi
Sympathy
tact
renburg to visit Mr. and Mrs. Missouri, on the recommenda- home at the Kentucky Lake. family of Bec ham Vaughan, who cery; in Wing°, Wingo Hard- advance for further infornia:ware; in Mayfield, Lookofsky's
Julius Vaughan and daughters tion of the Julius Vaughsuis, Also enjoying the day there and
oassed away last week.
Sporting Goods; in Pilot Oak, Hon.
and Mrs. Evelyn Vaughan. A who had visited there some the fish fry were Mr. and Mrs.
Barbara
and
Courses leading to the bacheMisses Kathy
in time ago. We found that mush Veltch Jackson from Lansing,
Floyd's Grocery, and in Dukehighlight side trip while
lor of arts degree with major
Mills are visiting their broth- dom, Jackson's Grocery.
Jackson
Gale
Mrs.
Michigan,
been
have
the
to
should
trip
a
time
was
g
more
Warrenbur
in Bible are available, and
er in New Jersey. Kathy plans
Dyer Turkey Farm, which has allotted to spending in this and daughter Gale Ann and her
Tickets at the door will be night classes are also schedto enter UTM next quarter.
been recognized as the largest most interesting vacation place. husband from Mojave, Califor$2.50 and $1.00 for children uled with regular credit.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cannon and
turkey farm in the world. They There appeared to be severisl nia, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Foley
under 12. The appearance is
The school, operated by ashave shipped turkeys to every thousand others visiting this and Mrs. Martha Kennedy. No family are visiting his parents,
much Mr. and Mrs. Adair Cannon. sponsored by the Pleasant View sociations of Southern Baptist
state in the Union and outside attraction on this day. We spent doubt next week will be
Wa- churches, is located on North
Get-well wishes to Mrs. Ela General Baptist Church of
the U. S The thousands of tur- too short a time in Eureka different with freezing, canning
15th Street in Mayfield.
time. Frields, who has been a shut-in ter Valley.
keys on the range was indeed Springs and to the Passion Play activities requiring much
—
--is now
something to see. Several thou- that night, where it appeared Several friends expressed sur- for several months, and
HELLO WORLD
HERE
WEEKEND
SPEND
ent in a
hospital in Tullahoma,
sands were ready for delivery that each of the 3,000 seats prise at this correspond
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Etmery end
to Swift and Company. We rec- were taken. It was with regret missing the Chestnut Glade Tennessee.
Oartgrattairdons to Mr and
to children Nancy and Jcey have Mrs. Richard Green, Clinton, on
glad
would not allow Club meeting, as this had not
Friends will be
ognized that it might be pos- that time
Cenin
home
to
their
We
returned
years.
many
in
happened
has
attending the "Shepherd
sible for the local Christmas our
at 7:55
learn that Jim Burke, who
after spending the birth of a baby glirl
turkeys to have grown on the of the Hills" drama in that find that some sacrifices often been a patient in the Fulton tralia, Illinois,
and Hrs. p. m. August 23. She weighed
Dyer Turkey Farm. Mr. and locality and also, the "Dog are necessary. That was the Hospital since June, seems to the weekend with Mr.
7 ptiuntls and 8 ounces.
L. M. Smith.
Mrs. Odel Dyer, who establish- Patch" celebration at this greatest regret of the trip. be slightly improved.
A family supper was enjoyed
ed the farm several years ago time. Thursday was spent in

• Chestnut Glad*

;
A

Greenfield Monument— Works

itZt!.7417
.;.gpsir

I

be the largest
The cathedral 011 the Plaza de Is Constitution in Nlettieo City, reputed to
weighing 27,000
on the western hemisphere. Each tower is a belfry, the largest bell
pounds, its clapper 500

is the
e of relig•
of :ill the ages,
and-as important to modern culture
and learning as any language or

romanc
THE
most profound

science. You can learn about your
religion in the church of your faith.

ITEND

And you can become a better citizen,
prouder of yourself. through this
branch of knowledge than through
many others. You are missing great
joy and comfort if you don't go to
church regularly!

by not start now!

EMMY

HURCH

them is to patronize them.
pirited firms . The nicest way to thank
public-s
ng
followi
the
by
ed
sponsor
This feature is

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tann/tine

Hkkman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrkally"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

T,res, Batteries, Accessories
472.9060
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

SUPERMARKETS
Union City
South Fulton
Hickman

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
234-2655
H,ckman, Ky.

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
472-1361
305 Main Street

Compliments ef

Fultz.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

4

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

4724471

— In Operation 61 Years

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers

Greenfield

Fulton
Phone 472-1153

Phone 235-2293

Hornbeak Fun#al Home

Turner's Pure Milk Ce.

302 Car•rit‘rte'

At the Store—or at your door
472-3311
Follow, Ky.

Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.

Henry I. Siegel Company. Ise.

MCI0492

Fulton and South Fulton
o Good plats to work

CIWO*, KY.

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

•
,
or

61141771
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DeMyer Is Recognized For
Thirty Years Federal Work

LAMIUTH REGISTRATION
Registration' for tise fell semester at Lambeth °allege will
begin ftelis41 and continue
througber 8. Freshman orientation is scheduled to
take Okra SeMeember 4-8 with
freshmen registering September
The case of a Fulton cou- 6 end upperclassmen, Septemple, Mr. and Mrs. A M. Guy ber 7-8.
who are charged with condelinquency
tributing to the
minors, was postponed
of
Monday, August 23, until a
later date.
County Judge James Menees
heard a Bill of Particulars
for Mr. and Mrs. Guy Monday
Fulton County Courtat the
ANDREWS
house.
Jewelry Company
The Guys are the parents of
Johnnie Guy, 20, who was recently bound over to the grand
jury for trial on charges of
possessing marijuana and other drugs.
Union City
He is presently in the Fulton Between Martin &
County jail serving a fourmonth sentence on charges of
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
contributing to the delinquency
August 2$ - 26. 27 - 28
of minors.
He was arrested last month
DOUBLE FEATURE
at his parents' farm along with
Starts At Dusk
four other boys, all juveniles,
who were apprehended at a conYou-Monster
verted smokehouse on the Guy
farm.
From Space
In the juvenile hearing held
— AND —
Tuesday morning, August 24,
the parents of two youths volunAU
Destroy
tarily committed them to the
Monsters
Department of Child Welfare.
Both boys were arrested for
possession of marijuana and
Sun. - Mies.- TIROL
dangerous drugs.
The parents of the juveniles
August 29 • 30 - 31
were granted a continuance at
FEATURE
DOUBLE
the same time. The parents
had been arrested and charged
Starts At Dusk
with contributing to the delinquency of minors.
The Beguiled
Their defense attorney asked for the continuance so that
the attorneys could better preRaid On Rommel
present
pare themselves to
'heir clients' cases.

Guy Case IF.
Postponed To
Later Date

R. S. Dellyer of Cayce,cosser•ati on technician, usru,
Soil Conservation Service, received a pin and certificate recently for 30 years' service
with the federal government.
DeMyer started his career
in Washington, D. C. with SCS
in the personnel department.
During World War U, he served
under General George Patton
as a combat engineer in the
European Theatre and has eight
major campaigns to his credit.
He returned to work with SCI
In Kentucky after the war and
has worked in Hickman, Marshall and Fulton Counties. FM
has assisted in pilot watershed
construction survey teams in
East Kentucky on the Green
E. S. DefAYER
River project.
DeMyer has worked in FulDistrict in carConservation
ton County for the past twenty rying
out a conservation proyears where he assists the gram
for the county.
Fulton County Soil and Water

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:

With the ending of August,
so, too, ends the summer vacation for the students of the
South Fulton High School and
Elementary School.
Today they begin registra-

UTM Awards
A Record 254
Scholarships

WINDAGE—
(Continued from Page One)
Alisters in Beelerton. And there are many
more, but they have escaped Bert's memory.
And the several hundred acre farm in
the Hickman Bottoms, is still owned by the
Phelps estate, Bert told our son.
Small world, isn't it?
He Turned It Loose
The lunch counter at the Keg was
crowded with its usual noontime assortment
of patrons enjoying barbecue, beans and
cold beer. They ate pretty much in silence,
with only an occasional rattle of a spoon,
shuffle of a plate, or thud of an empty stein
hitting the counter.
"Directly," comments my informant,
"the silence was broken by the following
conversation":
Stool No. 1: "Do any fishin yesterday?"
Stool No. 2: "Yep, sure did. Caught a
nice 7-pound catfish."
Stool No. 1: "That's a pretty good-size
fish."
A Short Pause
Stool No. 3: "I had a friend catch a catfish last week, and just its head weighed out
at six pounds."
A Short Pause
Stool No. 4: "Well, I had a friend go
fishin not long ago and he hung his line on
somethin and couldn't get it loose, no matter
how hard he tried. So he looked over one
side of the boat and sees this big eye looking
up at him. Then he looks over the other side
:of the boat and sees another big eye looking
-up at him. He cut the line and turned it
.:loose."
A-Pushin & A-Pullinl
Now I'm not going to say this actually
happened, I just heered it. But it makes a
good story anyhow, even under the circumstances.
The City of Fulton is now operating the
local ambulance service, and it seems that
the first time a certain man's turn came to
drive the ambulance to a call, he couldn't
find how to sound the siren. He drove all the
way to his destination pulling levers and
pressing buttons and successively turning
on the windshield wipers, squirting the
windshield full: of twgter, putting the headlights on high aM low beam, activating
the left and right turn signals but not getting
a chirp out of the siren.

JA(
Jail
We sp
shampoo,
furniture
fah our

Ralp
TELEI
18 Enter;

SUNSET DRIVE-III

FHS Opens Next Tuesday;
New Teachers Are Named
tion for the 1971-72 school
year, and the first full day of
classes will be the following
Monday.
After one day of classes,
school will be dismissed the
next day, September 1, with
the students being bussed to
the Obion County Fair at Union
City.
Three new teachers will be
added to the school system,
all In the high school.
Mrs. Ted Barclay will be
English, replacing
teaching
A record of 254 scholarships Mrs. C. B. Jones who resignworth $73,465 have been award- ed. Mrs. Barclay has in the
ed to outstanding students to past been employed at the South
attend the University of Ten- Fulton Elementary School.
nessee at Martin this fall.
Mrs. Rosemary Coleman will
"The scholarship package double as the assistant girls'
is the most attractive we have basketball coach and English
ever been able to offer at UTM," instructor at the high school.
according to Bob Cole, director She succeeds Miss Judy Legof development. "Last year, gett, who will be employed by
UTM offered 192 scholarships the Humboldt City Schools.
worth $55,905."
Finally, Mrs. Sally Ferguson
"Our success is the direct will be another new additioa
result of increased annual giv- to the English department. She
ing by alumni and friends of will fill the position left by Mrs.
the University and hard work H. K. Smalling, who is moving
by our voluntary Development to Union City, Tennessee.
Committee," Mr. Cole said.
Despite the increases, UTM ANOTHER WIN FOR GRUBBS
badly needs additional scholar- Tony Grubbs brought home a
ship funds, Mr. Cole said. second place trophy after comMore than 1,400 students ap- petition in
an Owensboro
plied for scholarship assis- Scrambles mce August 14.
tance this year and were acaG-rubbs, a member of the
demically qualified to receive
Trailblazers of Futton, node his
scholarships.
173_cn Yamaha

MORGAI
Gil Mor
of the Poi
lion golf
Union Citl
He wets Ni
off over
UTM.

From left, top to bottom: Winners of the Farm Bureau Style show are:
Nancy Taylor (left) and Mrs. Maureen Sowell (right). Doug Goodman
was chosen Mr. Teenage Farm Bureau and Debbie Castleman was
selected queen. 4-H champions at the picnic. From right, top to bottom!
FFA bicycle winners and contestants in the Mr. Teenage Farm Bureau
contest: from left, Jesse McNeill, Pat Lattus, Max Wilson, and David
from left, Joyce Chamberlain,
Bicycle winners, class 1:
Adams.
Debbie O'Conner, Donna Pewitt, Linda Workman, and Cindy O'Conner.
Pet Show champions:. Joyce Chamberlain, (center) best trained pet;
and Ann Austin (right)
Ronnie Workman (left) best groomed pet;
most unusual pet. Bicycle winners, class 2: from left: Paul Moreland,
Hamford Robertson, and Bart Goodman.

Farm Bureau Picnic Biggest
And Best, Large Crowd Says
Farm Bureau, 4-H, and FFA
events attracted 168 entries in
what was termed "the biggest
and best Farm Bureau Day and
Youth Fair in some 20 years."
Two new events, a bicycle
race and a pet show, interested
31 new entries in the August 11
activities at the Union Presbyter'in Church.
the bicycle race, directed
by the Fulton County FFA and
assisted by Sheriff Corky Hill,
$75 in cash prizes were presented to winners.
Winners listed were: Class
1—filth and sixth grade girls,
Joyce Chamberlain, first; Debbie O'Conner, second; Donna
Pewitt, third; Linda Workman,
fourth; and Cindy O'Connor,
fifth.
Class 2—fifth and sixth grade
boys, Paul Moreland, first;
Hanford Roberson, second; and
Bart Goodman, third.
Class 3—seventh and eighth
grade boys, Randy Moreland,
first; Mitchell Cochran, second;
Ronnie Workman, third; Roger
Cochran, fourth; and Ricky
Wray, fifth.
Class 4 — FFA, Jesse McNeill, first; Pat Lattus, second;
Max Wilson, third; and David
Adams, fourth.
Adron Workman, chairman
of the 4-H pet show, presented
awards to Joyce Chamberlain,
for best trained pet, Ronnie
Workman for best groomul pet,
and Ann Austin for most unusual
pet.
Jim Moss won the 4-H Club
electric contest with a portable
heat lamp and an extension
cord which he made.
The foods contests drew 51
4-H Club members. Champion
in food preservation was Cindy
Adams in the low-acid vegetable division, Debbie Ca''in the tomato and tomato
man In
division. and Shirley
juice
McClellan in the pickle and jelly
division.

In food preparation, Janice
Harrison baked the champion
biscuits and muffins and showed the best recipe collection.
Ellen Adams baked the champion angel food cake, and Ann
Austin the best butter cake,
yeast rolls and fruit pie.
Debbie Castleman won the
award for her meringue pie
and nut bread, Debbie O'Connor
for her coffee cake, and Cynthia Adams for best drop
cookies.
Thirty-four girls exhibited
clothing. Top winners were:
Susan Adams,apron; Betty Austin, dress; Lynn Jones, play
McClellan,
clothes; Shirley
mix-match ensemble; Ginger
Nancy
dress;
Yarbro, advance
Taylor, tailoring unit; andJanet
Adams, formal.
Jill Adams was champion
knitter in the junior division,
Nancy Taylor in the senior division, and Ginger Yarbro in
the ,:rochet division.
In the home furnishing exhibit, Debbie O'Connor exhibited the best bulletin board,
Cindy Adams the best waste
basket, Debbie Castleman the
pillow and
oest decorative
painted furniture, and Ginger
Yarbro the most attractive decoupage accessory.
Debbie Castleman was named
Farm Bureau Queen and Doug
Goodman, Mr. Teenage Farm
Bureau for 1971. Other entries
were David Adams, second;
Jesse McNeill, third; and Pat
Lattus and Max Wilson.
Queen contestants were Janet
?.dams, second; Debbie Sowell,
and Ginger Yarbro.
% may show winners were:

Betty Austin exhibited the
champion selection of garden
McMullin's
Jean
products.
health poster was champion
poster contest. And
In the
Cindy Moss equipped the best
first aid kit.

Your insurance Needs

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
s.. us for --RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

Couple Charged
With riliiiKJlisoen

Mansfield, director
Beth Caldwell, senior division, Elmer
and Joyce Chamberlain,junior of public safety for South Fulton, expects more arrests to
division.
Chairmen for the events were be made "at any time" in the
T, H, Williamson, Farm Bureau case involving a Tennessee
Richard man and a Kentucky woman
president, Mrs.
Adams, Farm Bureau Women's arrested in connection with the
Chairman, and Mrs. Er mon sale of suspected dangerous
drugs.
Workman, co-chairman.
The two arrested Friday,
August 20, at Covington's Grill
on State Line Street areJohnny
Aton, 28, a South Fulton painter, and Mrs. Judy Ann Dunn,
26, Mayfield, Kentucky.
The Fulton City Commission
They appeared Saturday
approved the installation of four morning,
August 21, before
street lights on North College General Sessions Judge Robert
near the Hadley plant in a regu- Fry in Union City. Aton was
lar meeting August 23.
charged with selling suspected
The full commission voted dangerous drugs and Mrs. Dunn
the
between
lights
to install
was charged with purchasing
intersection of North College the same.
and Highland Drive and the
Both were released on $500
housing project adjacent to the bond each until the September
plant site.
grand jury session.
Items of discussion includPolice Chief Cleo McClanaed the street naming of access han said authorities have susToads near the Parkway, the pected Aton of selling drugs
flood control project submit- for several months but the arted by the Army Engineers, rests Friday occurred after
Ind a report on parking vio- the alleged purchase was witlations.
nessed by two police officers.
A proposal to remove parkThe case Is still under invesStreet
Fourth
on
spaces
ing
tigation.
to facilitate the flow of traffic
was considered.

In a survey recently, 99 per
cent of the persons who wore
both shoulder and lap belts and
were involved in automobile
accidents escaped with no InCr only minor injuries.

Starts Wed. Sept. 1
Love Story
— AND —
Sterile Cuckoo

It's Your State
Pd' Its (Great

,
4,00‘4,,
r

TI

More Street Lights
For North College

ti
}, ,ht
MIAMI BEACH/7/
(i1/ the Jun

at a price you can enjoy!
Directly on the ocean
Private Beach
Swimming Pool
Air-Conditioned, heated
Coffee Shop
Cocktail lounge
Self Service Laundromat
Free-Self parking at your
door
Fool Table
ShuffleboI'd
free golf next block

•GRe-discovez'

ntuelcv
MSYEAR!
TRAVEL Kentucky's new, expanded and improved highway and parkway system. It brings
every park and part of Kentucky within just a few
hours drive. There's no place like the Kentucky of
today ... to live and play.

New Color TV. & Mona
in all rooms
Beautiful motel rooms
and fully equipped
efficiencies with two
new double beds
CREDIT CANIS HONORED:
Diner's Club
American Express
Carta Blanche
Master Charge
Bank-Arnericard
Charges

ft

14-HOUR SWITCNISCIAMD SERVICE

ifhisprini?alms
Resort Motel
0,COnveniently Located—

,Ault minutes to all day or
I sctivitift—ffirectly on

ocean
or CM tor Brochures
end rats tildirb
D. J. DIIIIK-Atensier
Phone-3054414813
I AQI) I ((MINS AV(IVIA MIAMI I,tAtt

i

CALL FREE: (1-800-372-2961) from any Kentucky
phone for your reservation in a Kentucky State Park. OR,
for descriptive brochures and further information, write
TRAVEL DIVISION Department of Public Information,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
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Phm Session
On Alcoholism

MORGAN WINS TOURNEY
Gil Morgan was the winner
of the Poplar Meadows Invitation golf touricament held at
Union City Suridw, August 15.
A daylong symposium entitled,
He won in is sudden deIs Play"Strengthening Industrial Action
off over Coike
D.00cti of for Treatment and Rehabilitation
UTM.
of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse,"
5.
has been scheduled for the
Ramada Inn in Jackson Sept 14
under the sponsorship of the
,lackson Area Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Dependency.
The symposium will feature
key personnel from the TenW. specialize in carpet
nessee Psychiatric Hospital and
shampoo, window washing,
the Tennessee Eastman Comfurniture cleaning; we furnpany, recognized as having the
linen industrial alcohol and drug
ish our own supplies.
program in the country.
Hob Aspell, executive-director
of the Jackson area council,
Which also operates in °Mon
County, said all industrial
TELEPHONE 479-2115
ixecutives and other interested
fl Enterprise
S. Fulton
persons are invited to the
meeting

JACKSON'S

FLLTON. KENTUCKY

Janitor Service

It:

Ralph Jackson

•06.•

II

imrings
few
:y of

Lucky
OR,
write
ation,

THE NEWS

Mrs. Thompson To
Give Demonstration
Mrs. Catherine Thompson,
extension home economist specializing in clothing and textiles for the University of KenLucky Cooperative Extension
service,,,will be at the Fulton
Municipal Housing Assembly
Building September 8.
She will demonstrate some of
the techniques used in lingerie
construction, selection of patterns and fabrics and special
tools used in lingerie sewing.
Demonstrations will be given
from 1:30 to 3:00 p. m.
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Geologic Maps
Cover Part Of
Fulton County

PI=MAL
Ray's Fish Sandwich 45c
A Family Restaurant

$4.99 pair

LAKE ST.

FULTON, KY.

szOliiS

Two new geologic maps,one
covering part of Fulton Cisty
have been published, acc
ea
to Dr. Wallace W. Hagan, ate
geologist and director of enlucky Geological Survey at the
University of Kentucky.
The map including part of
Fulton County is of the BOndurant Quadrangle, by W. I
Finch. It was prepared under
the cooperative mapping program of the U. S. Geological
Survey and the Kentucky GeoYour Choice.
logical Survey.
"These maps aid many asME/4 or BOYS
pects of urban and suburban
planning, industry-site locations, and environment and resource studies," Dr. Hagan
said. "Reports of their usefulness come from many parts
of the Commonwealth."
Copies of the
new maps,
priced at $1.30 each, may be
ordered from the Kentucky GeoRailroad Salvage
logical Survey, Mineral IndusLake St.
rialtos, Ky. tries Building, University of
Kentucky, Lexington 40506.
aeleviSAvilesMaille-0-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•stale-alsra•-•-•-•-areeisaidles•-•-0-•-•-•-•••-•ivIlea•-•-.41104•40.40-04seivasleille••
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HUNTING
COATS or PANTS

Ewan

interest to Homemakers

Of

WE BUY, SELL, TRADE
both new and used Shot.
Guns, Rifles, Pistols.

SECOND

41wanalimmaimaii.l••

voSeitet

•

•
•

Complete gunsmith service:
we clean and repair any

•

Big Selection of Girls'

•

gun mad*.

•

•

SCHOOL DRESSES

•

SHOT GUN SHELLS
WHOLESALE

•
•

20% OFF
ON ALL
DOVE VESTS
.t.

•

•
•

Polyester-cotton blends, permanent
press cottons, rayon-cotton blends,

•

•

polyester double knits in assorted
plaids, stripes and solid colors.

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Perma-Pressed
Polyester cotton
blends in assorted
plaids, strips and
solid colors.

•
•

•

•

GOODATEARIZ=

•
•

•

•

•

SIZES 7 TO 14

LABOR__
DAY so

S.

2 Foil $550

•
•

Values to $7 Each

Leader Sptg. Goods

•
•

Upstairs Over Leader Store
LAKE ST. FULTON

ENDS SAT. NIGHT

SUPER SALE ON "POWER BELT"TIRES

SATE
ON
TIRES

Polyglaq
Whiteviells
'Power Belt Polyglas'at a price most car
owners can afford. Save'53 to'88 a set.
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• New Points •New Condenser •Our specialists will
• Remove, clean, inspect, re- set dwell. choke - time engine
pack front wheel bearings - balance carburetor - test
• Add new fluid • Adjust all starting, charging systems. cyl4 brakes. Except disc brakes, inder compression, acceleraforeign cars.
tion. Add S4 for B cyl. autos.

PROFESSIONAL

LURE AND
OIL CHANGE
$444

FRONTEND
ALIGNMENT
$888
Ay, c,sa, . .s A.parts

$1688

- 411/11.1111r.
I
105

SLACKS

Pajamas & Gowns
Assorted Styles, Colors

Blue, Burgundy. Brown
Slims, Regulars

$3.97 to $5.50

$3.99

BIG POWER

One Rack Left! Ladies

BATTERY
*Wm
s

IS•

Final Closeout! All

Knit Shells

Ladies Shorts

Final Clearance At

Values To $4.45

1/3 OFF

$1. and $2.

terriff
Amours
411
4.
11101111..
0
111.
11,•••
wolf •••
folk

•
•
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LADIES

GOODYEAR SERVICESTORES...WHERE
MEPROFESSIONALS CARE FOR YOUR CAR

3 WAYS TO PAY
=ZS moor chimps
cla
im
*
{111,r..6.11

FULTON
Open Daily 7:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following Dealers:

Fall Sweaters

•4111

40-0-40-40-40-410-41.10-0-40-410.0.040-40-40-40-0-•-ilea-a40-40-40-0-0-0-11-0-10-414

Cardigans, Slipovers

$5.50 and $6

SPECIAL PURCHASE
LANDERS'
BUBBLE BATH
CREAM RINSE
SHAMPOO

1/2 GALLON 00nn

C

P. N. HIRSCH 8, CO
615 Broadway

CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR
4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.

$4.29
BOYS' BRUSH DENIM

New For Fall! Ladies

it
d cars.

•

Sizes S. M,L
Large assortment of colors
and styles

NOW 19c Yd.

if nevded

PROFESSIONAL

Peignoir Sets

Assortment of Colors
Reg. 29c Yard

Includes:• New Spark Plugs

(II h1•711liii rI ii I'S Ira

Everyday
VALUES

Nylon Netting

USE OLIN RAIN CHECK PROGRAM.
Because of an expected heavy
demand for Goodyear tires, we
may run out of some sizes during
this offer, but we will Se happy
to order your size tire at the
advertised price and issue you
a rain check for future delivery
of the merchandise.

°R
engine tune-up

brake reline

4

Just Received! Ladies

BRAKE RELINE ENGINE TUNE-UP
• install brake linings all 4
wheels •Inspect master cylinder, hydraulic brake hoses

Or,

MIV:f
PH lore
$1.1141
52 15

GOODYEAR- THE ONLY MAKER OF POLYGLAS' TIRES

YOUR
CHOICE

„foamyeAlp
oSAW4f.

South Fulton, Tenn.

Open 8:30-6: Mon-Thure; 8:30-8:F1-1-Sat.

CLINTON AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
Clinton, Kentucky

EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

ALWAYS
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Work Begun On Redevelopment Fulton,Ky. Thursday, August
unmedlate surrounding area to Republican Women
S. Fulton Park
update the base maps and the
data. Studies will be Meet In Louisville
Program Eyed land-use
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
of the executive
made of building conditions,

Frankfort Watchline:

ord Appoints
edia Director

GOP Candidate Gained Points
With Spending Limit Plan

ommy L. Preston has been
ed director of communicaa for Wendell Ford, the
mocretie nominee.
Prerdon, a veteran of several
.
"
Meal campaigns, will serve
an election strategist, pubity coordinator, and public
Illations and advertising cliMc t or for the Democratic

—Work has begun on South
Fulton's new city park.
A bulldozer has cleaned up
the underbrush, and the ground
will be disked and sowed with
grass later, according to Floyd
Dedmon, secretary of the Kiwanis Club, which is sponsoring
the park.
The Boy Scouts will help on
the project by constructing
bridges over the creek, which
runs through the wooded area.
They also will help build the
picnic areas of the park.
Plans call for a swimming
pool and a tennis court to be
constructed on top of the hill
section of the several acres of
park.
The South Fulton City Park is
on McKinney Road in the southeast section of town.

A well known consulting firm
has undertaken along-range plan
for the redevelopment of the
downtown business district in
Union City, financed by the Union
City Downtown Retail Merchants
Association,
Bill Heaslet, manager of the
Union City Chamber of Commerce, said a contract has been
signed with Harlan Bartholomew
and Associates, St. Louis, Mo.,
and that Malcolm Drummond, a
representative of the firm, was in
Union City earlier this week to
begin preliminary work on the
redevelopment plan
"The chamber has long endorsed such a plan for downtown
redevelopment, because
downtown areas definitely have a
place in making any city better."
said Mr. Heaslet
"Another compelling reason
for this work," the chamber
leader added, "is that so many
downtown areas in both large and
small cities have gone to pot, so
to speak, and we hope to avoid
that situation in Union City."
Surveys will be made within
the business district and the

But, as Rickert debated with
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Chalk one lion dollars.
While this makes grist for the lawmakers who think it's safer
up for Tom Emberton.
Ford feels to wait to reapportion in the
The Republican candidate for speech writers' mill,
problems of the 1972 Legislature as Judge Swingovernor obviously scored points the major
unemployment and ford would permit than to risk
with his proposal to limit spend- economy —
feket.
inflation—will be key factors in what a higher court might di.'
campaign advertising.
on
tog
• aie is a former newspaper
a reel, one legislator couldn't red
Even as Lt. Gov. Wendell causing people to want
president of
blisher and
sist needling Rickert:
Pnwer'
In
change
iteThomas L. Preston Public
Ford fenced off the initial push
"You did say you weren't
taboos in Lexington.
with some pointed—and NMI& Those who want to challenge running, didn't you?"
Swinford's
backers
Federal Judge Mac
able—questions, his
were acknowledging that Em- ruling on state legislative reshrewd
mapping mainly are losers or
berton had made a
Lobbyists have a way of co/bystanders.
move.
letting at least all the expenses
charge
losers'
Leading
the
This was on the basis that
due them. Discussing possible
J. C. Carter of
legislation to require them to
Emberton had spiked one Demo- was State Sen.
Immo ma bra a.",
rethe
expenses, State Rep,
cratic charge—that Republicans Scottsville- He voted forthe
spe- itemize
apportionment plan in
Peter Conn offered the tonguehad piled up enough money to
doesn't like it
but
session
cial
in-cheek comment that "I've
make an all-out onslaught at
DOW that he lost to State Reo,
said—I don't know if
buying the election.
Waiter Baker in the Republican heard it
It's true—that some lobbyists
But the real gain could come nr.irn.„,
Reg. Price $498
EAGER BEAVER: You're
with indePendent-minded voters More understandable is State even turn in higher expenses
young only once. but you can
spend."
who simply want a little sanity Rep. Jon Rickert's wish that the that they
immature as long as you
stay
It brought the equally deadcase be appealed. Rickert spent
in campaign spending.
pan response from Sen. Wilson live .... Buried treasure is what
By the time this is into print countless hours on the House
Palmer: "Some of us are get. a remarried widow considers her
it should be obvious Emberton redistricting ;ohm. And he didn't
first husband. —Wilfred Beaver.
ting shortchanged. huh?"
k reel Bon.
Is serious in making a start—
despite some quick-draw editorials that assumed it was only
Reg Price 79c
a cagey partisan maneuver.
Actually, it's no reflection on
Ford that the impetus came
from the other side. It could
have smacked of crybaby tactics for the Democrats to suggest spending curbs when they're
the "outs"
Reg Price $1.67
Still, Emberton has to get the
credit for making the move.
And those of us in the media—
who stand to lose advertising
money—had better support the
idea or the public will know
why.
• hill-width freezer holds
Reg Price 69c
The only thing is that if every
up to 54 lbs.
candidate for governor really
• 11.5 Cu. ft.
agrees to a sensible approach
7,13
;
• Door storage for added
to campaigning we may wind up
convenience
The
all.
at
governor
no
with
MI-Welded
• Only 28- wide
not
they're
rule
might
Construction!
courts
lefaixe
• Retains partial refrigeratio:.
protection during defrosting
really Kentuckians after all.
Tubeless tire applications,
An Emberton aide being quescan be used with existing
Reg Price SI 19
tioned about possible over-all
cores - will not fit cars with
spending limits asked, "How do
disc brakes! By Cragar.
you put a dollar value on J. R.
Miller?"
And it's true the Democratic
state chairman can hardly be
outdone in political infighting.
But the Emberton aide didn't
Super Savings Price
have any comeback to the question:
"How do you put a d-o-l-l-a-r
value on Gov. Louie B. Nunn?"

t

SUPER SA
Ai Ivan Drug
Geritol Tablets
80's
$3.33

Soff Puffs
260's
56c
Bufferin
100's

A meeting
parking facilities, traffic flow committee and board of direcand other related factors. tors of the Kentucky Federation
Problems of appearance and of Republican Woman's Clubs
obsolescence will be reviewed. is set for September 2 in LexBased on these and other ington.
Mrs. James C. Thomas,
studies, a series of alternate president ofthe Federation, adplans will be prepared In ten- vised local officers, committative form. After study by the tee chairmen, members and
firm and the merchants involved, others interested in the proa single plan will be compiled gram to attend.
and offered for final approval. The meeting will be held at
A study of financing for Hospitality Motor Inn, 2143
carrying out the redevelopment North Broadway. Registration
work also will be carried out. is set for 9 a. m.

Elect

PAUL McCLAY
City Commissioner
SEPTEMBER 18th PRIMARY
(It's Time For A Change)
— Your Vote and Influence Appreciated —

GOOD,"

$1.32
White Rain
Shampoo 7-oz.

STORES
GE 3-Speed
Heavy Duty Washer

General Electric 1L5 Cu.Ft.
TA,2s. Refrigerator

39c

•Exclusive Mini.Baskerrm
for small loads and
delicates
•3 wash/rinse water
temperature selections
•4 water level selections
•Permanent press cycle

Slotted Disc Wheel

Alka-Seltzer
36-foil

1195

with •'cooldown"

1.,,IA(p $199.99

93c
Mylanla
Liquid

$1.11
• J & J FirstAid
-Cream 1 /2-oz.
Reg. Price 98c

69c
fl•

US DRUG CO.
Lake lit

Lt. Gov. Ford continues to
emphasize jobs in his campaigning—the lack of jobs for Kentucky's unemployed and the rise
In state government's payroll.
The latest figures available
show the state with 30,779 employes in June with a payroll
over 17 malice dollars.
That was an increase of 1,700
employes in a year. And the
monthly payroll was up 114 mil-

"BACK TO SCHOOL"

SPECIALS
BASS WEEJUNS $2.00 PAIR OFF
Men's and Women's Styles
MEN'S STRIPES
(3 TONE) Till COLOR
LEATHER Casuals

SC450

GE
CONVERTIBLE
NOW, BUILT-IN
LATER
DISHWASHER

HARVEST
TIME VALUES
Come to Goodyear...Wide selection of major
appliances,television and stereo at low,low prices
...Many models not shown...Immediate delivery!

•3 Wash Cycles; daily loadx,
pots and pans, china and
crystal 0 Double Detergent
Dispenser to get those extra
dirty dishes clean•Textolite"
Top.

$249.95

Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL
"Mot Ones"
design
Navy WIN

t

$239.95

•102 sq. In. of

CB ISDE

•Dependable

"Talk of
The Track!"

GE

TRI COLOR BRUSHED,
COMBINATION

TIMEX

1- GROUP OF CHILDRENS' SHOES
$5.00 Per Pair

We are giving away one Boys' and one
Girls'Bike September 20th.

IN

color purifier
695
$

$249.00

8 Track
plus speakers
and hardware

—"apia•-•

$59.95

For Molar Apple's's & TV putenned ea Me geedgest Customer
Credit Plan. if you don I mils a monthly payment, and pay 01 your
account within 90 days, you can deduct the financing charge

Graphite with
lastsIllation
hardware

LIBERAL BUDGET TERMS-LOW MONTHLYPAYMENTS

Prices good thra Sept. 41h 1971
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
LAKE STREET

—

FULTON, KY.

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
100 WEST STATE LINES

WM2340W0

Car Stereo

GegionerdeartNe

Distincti% e octagonal face
rhodium-plated bezel,expansion bracelet, a really beautiful timepiece! Nice price!

Diagonal Measure
Viewing Area • Insta-Color
• AFC . . Automatic fine
tuning control•Color minder controls • Slide Rule
Tuning — UHF • Consolette
Styling.

•"Automatic color-fast-

BUY NOW
'•

• 23

picture.

Ladies' Diamond
"Cavatina" Watch' ATPRICES YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS!
3 WAYS TO PAY
Fashion bracelet
with 2 diamond accents!
AT GOODYEAR

:HIDS:If you are between 6 and 12 years
old,Be sure and enter our Bicycle Contest.

GE
CONTEMPORARY
COLOR CONSOLE
TELEVISION

•bats-color picture and sound
almost instantly

Wash-n'•wear nylon, water
repellent, snap front, drawstring bottom, elastic cuffs,
slash welt pockets.

compressor

1.4909EWD

•Handsome woodgrain finish

Racing Jackets

*Beautiful white
enamel finish

•*-t

GE Portable Color TV
t._

•Signal light tells
when power to
freezer is on

$2.00 Pair Off

wwA5500L

$499.00

Easy Terms.. lust say charge it!

GE CHEST-TYPE 14.8 cu.ft.FREEZER

it
(

$199.99

FULTON, KY

PHONE 472.4000

•' •••••• •••••••.

Automatic Ibuilt-in manual)
track changer: volume, balance, tone controls. Completely transistorized- Import.

ri Page 2
Women
uisville
is executive

ard of direcky Federation
man's Clubs
bar 2 in Lea-

UIVER
I

Yr

Godchaux

STORE HOURS

SUGAR 51b.bag 19c oR101b.bag 89cl

MON. thru THUR. 8:00AM to 8-00PM
FRI.-SAT.-8:00AM 9:00PM
SUNDAY 9:00 AM 7:00PM

With This Coupon and $7.2) Additional Purchaie.
Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products.
LIMIT 1-PER CUSTOMER
Void After August 31, 1171
-010111120.
AniNlig.

C. Thomas,
ideration, adrs, commitnembers and
I in the pro-

held at
Lii
ir Inn, 2143
Registration
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1111E Irri WE
aziruu:
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
DOUBLE STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

Giant Size

79c

tY
-

2-6 JItl.oz. Cans

POTATO

la BISCUITS

BALLARD

(kart

DETERGENT

1

39c

JUMBO ROLL

39c

SCOTT TOWELS

BREAD

WE
EMI CORN

TUNIS WEENIE Whole Kernel

5 - 303 Cans

2IN BACON

2 1/2 Can

14-oz,

Each

COFFEE

ICE

OUR OWN

10-oz. Jar

$1.29

TEA

1st.
CUT

39c

LB590
Lb. 59c

PORK STEAK

COUNTRY STYLE

FIRST CUT

3-oz. Jar 79c SAUSAGE (2 Lbs. or More) Lb.49c

LIPTON'S

8-oz.Pkg.

FRESH SLICED

Lb.99c

PIMENTO CHEESE

WITH COUPON IN THIS PAPER

SOFTEX

FISH STICKS

Lb.89c

16

MAXWELL HOUSE

$1.00

TRADE WINOS

190 ROAST ucs.0

16 oz
LOAF

SIVE

Lb. Bag 29c

HUSH PUPPIES

Lb.49c

CHUCK

29c

each 79c

LB54)c

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED RINDLESS

GROUND

MORTON CREAM

15-oz.

TRADE WINDS

BACON

29c

Lb. 25c

PIZZAS

REELFOOT SLAB

TOMATOES
PIES

Lb. 25c

NECK BONES

STATE FAIR

MISS LIBERTY
(LIMIT-3)

Cream Style

FAT BACK
ToTtNo Cheese and Sousa**

8-oz
CANS

PILLSBURY

TEXIZE LIQUID

Lb. 33c

CHICKENS (4 Legged)

CHIPS Twin Pack 59c

WHOLE
LB.

NICE THICK

FRESH

89c

VIE
an

$1.00

KAS

TUNA

COUNTRY SKILLET
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

CUT-UP U. S. GRADE A

TOMATO JUICE 3Cans

DELMONT!

ter

FRYERS

Lb. Bag

SACRAMENTO 46-ox.

DETERGENT

TIDE

10 89

GODCHAUX
WITH COUPON or
5 lb bag. 19C

SUGAR

WE
SWE

t

Lb.59c

PORK CHOPS

TREET DOG Food HAMS STEAK um
ROUND
1
U.S.PRIME
59c SPHOAR(
TION A94
sl
590
SOUTHERN BELLE

"4

men

erS

Tall Can

manual)
ume, hal)Is. Corned.Import.

49c

Lb. 59c
Lb. 49c

3 Lb. Can

79c

VIENNA

PIES 9-INCH
SWE

4

28-oz
BOTTLE

8

CAKES

TURNERS

LI 45t POTATOES
Milk
Ice
.9t
$119
Potatoe
FOOD
SNOWDRIFT

Each

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
WE Lipton's
Instant

3-oz. Jar

SEALDSWE ET

10c

ORANGE JUICE

1

12-oz.

79c

LARD

10-oz. Jar

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Carnation

- $1.39I SLENDER

-F-R-E-E-

WE
GIVE

Cello Bag

19c

5 EARS 29c

GOLDEN RIPE
FRUIT LB.

2 LE. BAG

79c

+111MINi.MINID..41111.110..10.1110..11111.110...4111111w.1111.11M.

111:xwell House Instant

I COFFEE

39c

U.S. NO. 1
RED
WASHED

CORN

REELFOOT

4 Lb.Carton

20-oz.
pies

CARROTS

BANANAS

5

ma

CRISP

RED WASHED & WHITE 0
9
0

an DONUTS DOZEN

1111111TEA

,,,,,

BAG U

EACH

GLAZED

LONG JOHNS

PET RITZ
APPLE
PEACH
CHERRY

2 lb.
LOAF

LAYER

Lb. 49c

Fruit Pie
3 Slit%

PORK
Lb.$1.89
$1.00
BAR-B-017E Sandwiches 5 For
Lb.6.
CHICKENS
Lb.$1.39
SPARE RIBS
Lb.$1.39
BAKED HAM (Boneless)
.0"

IMIN

Lb. 89c 10

BEEF LIVER

Lb. 39c

HOT PIT BAR-B-1111E

,,,,,

590WEILB

FRESH SLICED

Large -Whole or Half Stick)

15c BOLOGNA

300 Can

FRESH
GROUND

HAM

55c

1210 Pkg.

49c FRANKS

TASTY CHEESE

EACH

WINGS Lb.25c Backs & Necks Lb.lk

CENTER SLICED

OLD FASHIONED

•

FRUIT

Lb. 33c

REELFOOT

PORK & BEANS

SHASTA
ASST.
FLAVORS

JOWLS

ikozsl HAMBURGER

HORMEL

9t

MARTIN STORE ONLY

Lb. 59c

CHICKEN THIGHS

INF SACRAMENT3303
C8
ANS

BAKED IN OUR OWN BAKERY

113i:EQ
.
11133 ZIlt Ii:
-.

CHICKEN WHOLE LEGS

`In Fruit COCKTAIL DRINKS
am FRUIT

4

CHICKEN BREAST

SLICED SMOKED

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

anart

PICKLES

STEAKS

NY STRIPS U.S.Prime Lb.$2.09

ORANGE JUICE 46-oz. Can

69c

BONO'S HAMBURGER DILLS

WE

I

TEXSUN

5Lb.Bag

9

RICHTEX

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR

LB

,

'

SHORTENING

79c

U.S. PRIME

PEACHES 3 No.2 1// Cans$1.00

SAUSAGE

ire

?5

ssc

Till Cu

LB.

lb. mir

31,9. sT.
44

CHIEF CHUM

BUTT
/ PORTIOrb.

19-oz.
PKG
1

SACRAMENTO

SALMON

Measure
sta-Color
latic fine
lor mindde Rule
onsolette

:k
reo

Duncan Hines

SALMON
MIME

16-oz
CANS$

STRONGHEART

LILY PINK

RARY
ISOLE
ON

900

12-oz.
CAN

CA

;

5 TO 7 LEiS. AVG.

/ 5 TO? LBS. AVG.

ARMOUR
LUNCHEON
MEAT

GIVE

FROZEN FRENCH FRIED

35c

P TATOES

.41111.1! .0111.11111.

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

I

emu

100-S&H GREEN STAMPS-100

THIS COUPON WORTH 30e
With This Coupon and Purthaso of 3 Lbs. or More of
THIS COUPON WORTH 33c
THIS COUPON WORTH 2k
With This Coupon No °Shay Pnchos*
o
Not
y
With This Coupon No Other Purchase Necessary
Ground Beef.
With This Coupon No Min Purchase Necessary
LIMIT 1-COUPON PER FAMILY
Vold After August 31, 1971
Void After August 31, 1971
LIMIT 1-COUPON PER FAMILY
LIMIT I
Vold After August 311571
Void After August 31, 1171
......
.
ilipp
.
.0.110..0......moggo,.....,„„miumA
.4111Mas• ...IOW■.
II Alliall. .411111111p. A10110..011111.11W ..*III
Aullniesi.eillilis
.EIRIEWLIIMth..inallith
.
1118!.1111.11th'NM!
4111101..4111.01, .11111111e

WE ID WE
GIVE
NMI

WI
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GIVE
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GIVE
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WHY SETTLE FOR LAST YEAR'S MODEL OF ANOTHER BRAND?

Our newest Magnavox Fall Line with the...

new and improved
Total Automatic Color TV
system is here now!

This is your year
to listen to one
beautiful thing!

new
IMPROVED TOTAL
AUTOMATIC COLOR—for
new

to.
re*
sal
at ti

MATRIX TUBE—

for brighter, sharper, UltraRectangular Pictures!

Coo
log s
uated
Tenn

new
MAGNA-POWER
CHASSIS—for
improved
performance and greater
reliability!

Magnavox Total Automatic Color is a complete electronic system!
TAC lets you kick that bothersome tuning habit by automatically
keeping flesh tones natural and pictures sharp. It eliminates the need
for jumping up and down to adjust controls, for it remembers to give
you a perfectly-tuned picture—with the right colors—instantly and
automatically—on every channel, every timel The new ultra-rectangular and ultra-bright Matrix Tube—unlike many others—has a black,
opaque substance surrounding each color dot— resulting in far better
picture contrast, sharpness and far more brightness. The new MagnaPower Chassis with many solid-state components, assures better
performance and greater reliability. Don't settle for anything less than
a magnificent Magnavox with new and improved TAC I

Today's most beautiful table models—all with 19"
diagonal measure screens! A. Contemporary—model
6282. B. Early American—model 6284 C. Mediterranean styling—model 6286. See them now!

"VIC,

Your choice
of styles shown

$469

ricsArcoloc

Bases
Optional

FUl
will I
et
for d
Schee
—cFu
heart
back!
a gas
satire
BuB
tine
touch
is re
melte
whore

Ca
et 1

far greater tuning ease,
better, more uniform color!
•
•
••
•• •4
•• ••
•• •4
•• ••

Sin

34
111
411
•
4
24
34
411
II
SO
--•••••

Mediterranean styling—model 3773. Also in Early American.

New Magnavox space-saving

STEREO ARMOIRE
Imagine—a magnificent Astro-Sonic
Stereo FM/AM Radio-Phonograph that
requires less than 4 sq. ft. of floor space!
Magnavox has blended superlative sound
reproduction and exquisite furniture design
into a space-saving cabinet that is ideal for
apartments or smaller rocos,„This at.41wk ,„„,,,
ofierev.804Watta,64A .ator Inas
'Mliii4d4Uer,Vtli748
4 High:EttiCiency10"
Bass Woofers and two 1,000 Hz. Exponential Horns that project sound from both
sides and front. Doors open to pull-out
Micromatic Record Player and to convenient shelf for optional equipment, record
storage or decorative accessories.
Magnavox has been making it sound great
. . . and look great—for over 60 years.
Come in and discover the exciting world
of Magnavox Stereo—the sound to hear!

Lf_ADERSHIP
EXCELLENCE
IN ELECTI7ONICS

Over 250 entertainment values • Today s largest and finest selection of • TELEVISION • STEREO

SINCE 1911
CONSOLES. COMPONENTS and ACCESSORIES • PORTABLES • TAPE RECORDERS • RADIOS

•we.
3444

Oct.
Oct.
00.
064
044.
144,

Mile
titian
A
a"
will
Mho
Cal
Arl
as '
Vk

Ji

the
ear
of
bets
aro

Its
reb
Ira
An

Choice of two styles
Optional TV—or tape equipment easily fits on the inside
shelf. Build your own entertainment center!

$479

Magnavox
Leadership and excellence in electronics since 1911

___.wimws,gomf*
Enjoy14"diagonal measure pictures—ate verymodest
cost. This exceptional Magnavox value, model 6226,offers
such quality features as telescoping dipole antenna, convenient carrying handle, plus the Bonded tt279
Circuitry Magna-Power Chassis with s4P
Keyed AGC. It's perfect for bedroom,
kitchen or den ... anywhere!
Simulated TV Pictures

NEW
STEREO FM/AM
RADIO AND
8-TRACK
CARTRIDGE
TAPE PLAYER

OUR INVENTORY IS COMPLETE

$22995

ON 1972 MODELS!
"We service everything we sell"
Beautiful Mediterranean styling—model 3323. Also S
available in Early American and Contemporary designs. All
are available less Stereo FM/AM radio—at lower cost.

Open 8: am to 5: pm Mon. Thrn Sat.
— Free Parking —

If you want great sound . . plus the versatility and
flexibility of a component
system—Magnavox has the answer Just one of many, model 9051 offers
fabulous
listening from Stereo FM/AM radio, or pre-recorded 8-track
cartridges. It has
20-Watts EIA music power plus an Air-Suspension Speaker
System with a 6"
speaker in each smartly styled enclosure. The player has convenient
front-loading,
automatic program changer, continuous play, illuminated track
indicator, and
track selector button. In addition to complete audio controls, it
includes provisions
for optional stereo phono. Perfect on tables, shelves,
bookcases or etageres—in
any room. Don't settle for less than the exciting sound of
Magnavox!

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By-Pass F ilton, Kentucky
"MIMI/

14.

•••••••••••••-•••••••••• ••••••••••••....
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dog chances this year according to Coach Sides because Of
the lack of depth. But several
players have
of the you
shown promise and may be able
to fill gaps. Among the sophomores showing improvement in
addition to Beadles and Curtis
gan is expected to be ready for are Gene Wilson and Jeff
the season opener.
States.
William "Pop" Lee, a 215The Bulldogs a r e gearing
pound senior, will start as offensive guard on the strong for an Aug. 27 opener at
Heath. Since he is not familside. Coach Sides considers Lee
one of his best blockers and field iar with the teams in the area,
leaders. "He has good quickness Coach Sides believes the
match with Heath will be Fulfor his size, too," Coach Sides
ton's first test.
indicated.
"Our main concern at this
James Myers will be back at
point Is getting the team work/
the strong tackle slot. A 225Mg smoothly with the new
pound senior, Myers will also
coaches and the new system,"
handle place kicking chores. As
a spohomore, he booted a 33yarder.
Max Sisson, a senior, and
sophomore Kelly Edmison are
working at tight end. Sisson
started last year and has "good
speed and strength" for a 190pounder.
On the quick side of the line,
Jeff Barkley and Bob Engle,
both seniors, are working at the
guard position. Engle is temporarily sidelined with an injury. Greg Scates, the new face
In the offensive line, will start
at tackle and senior Mark
Owens will go at split end.
Coach Sides says Owens lacks
exceptional speed but has good
hands.
Most of the offensive starters will also be in the lineup
on defense. However, a pair
of sophomores are battling for
starting assignments as deMoshe halfbacks—Mike Beadles, a brother of former Fulton City and University of
Kentucky standout and current
South Fulton, Tenn., Higb
School Coach Terry Beadlea,
and Scott Curds. Curtis will
also do the punting.
"We will have to depend on
12 or 13 boys," Coach Sides
explained. Most of the rest are
young but we have a fine
group of boys and we will be
depending a let on desire."

Veteran Line Must Buy Time
For Depleted Fulton Attack
By PAT MOYNANAN
Sue-Deasecrat Sports Writer
FULTON, Ky. — The names
will be changed but the name
Of the game will be the same
for the 1971 Fulton City High
School foOtball team this year
—power.
Fulton City graduated the
heart of a powerful offensive
backfield that averaged 25 points
a game last UMW and lost the
entire coaching staff. But the
Bulldogs return a big, veteran
line which yielded only two
touchdowns per game and which
is regrouping under a young,
enthusiastic coaching staff
whose byword is "defense."
Coach Gene Sides, a nadve
el Wetumpka. Ala., has replaced Larry Shanks as bead
football coach. Shanks
resigned at the end of the
school term after three years
at the Bulldog helm.
Coach Sides, an end and punting specialist in college, graduated from the University of
Tennessee at Martin in 1989 and

1970 Results
Dyer Co.. Tonn.
Fulton County
CrIttondan County
Murray Nigh
Fort Campbell
North Marshall
UMon City
South Fulton, Tann.
Lona Oak
Tries County
Total Points

30
24
44
6
34
34
4.
12
25

111
12
II

TA"

1971 Schedule
17
loot. 15
NO. 17
440. 24
Oct. I
Out. $
Out. 14
00, 23
00. 20
Nov.

Noah
Fulton County
Crittanclon County
Murray Nigh
Obion Control
North Marshall
Itoldland
Port Camolosli
Omin
Trig, Countr

A
A
14
A
A
A
14
A
A

building to be done. Marvin
Green and Steve Erickson, both
of whom were three-year starters in the backfield, were among
those who graduated. Green, a
halfback, and Erickson, the fullback, were the nucleus of the
offense that carried the Bulldogs through a 7-3 season last
year. Halfback Bob Nanney
also graduated leaving quarterback Charles Whitnell as the
only returnee in the backfield.
V/hitnell, a 5-10, 170-pound
senior, will be called upon to
mold an inexperienced backfield into a working unit. "Whitnell has a year's experience but
he has really shown improvement in the last two weeks,"
Coach Sides said. "He throws
the ball well and has poise and
has shown more confidence in
the last two weeks."
Filling the vacancies will be
a pair of seniors and a junior.
William Mitchell, a bardnosed 175-pound senior, will
move into the fullback sot
Junior Mike Hatfield will start
from the wingback spot and
senior Neil Covington, who
roach Sides believes will be
one of his finest runners, will
go at tailback.

On defense, Whitnell and Gene
Wilson have also been working
as halfbacks. Covington a n d
Mitchell will fill the cornerback
slots and Sisson and Barkley
will handle linebacking duties.
In the lime, Barkley is working at noseman along with Myers. Lee and Myers are working
at tack le and Edmiaon and
Owens will turn around at the
end positions.
"Since we don't have experience in the lapckfield, we will
have to depesid heavily on defense at first," said the coach
who subscribes to the Bear Bryant theory of a strong defense
anyway.
"Defense is going to have to
give us the time to develop our
offense," he added.
Injuries could spoil the Bull-

FULTON- DISCOURT
T

BY THE PIECE

BOX-0CHICKEN

FTZWir1
L

B

WHOLE OR HALF

12 PCS
TOTAL

EA.99c

way
13.n
ozpi 89c
Mixed Nuts
DEL MONTE(IN NATURAL JUICE)
31C5A0N1s.89c
Pineapple
AAP GOLDEN
4'
'CA'N's.894
A&I FR▪ ENCH STYLE
41A1:1194
WHOLE OR SLICED
51C6AZ,..89s
ALP Potatoes
EXCEL

51C6AZ.
NS 89C
Lb. Box 29c

WONDERLON (SAVE 20c)
BEG. & KING SIZE

1

Cigarettes
MARVEL
Fail
Drinks

4
C6A-oz

$2.62
4 for $1.00
5 1C7A0N1S.$1")

CUT 01 SEASONED

Discount Special on
SELECTED SHEETS

GREEN BEANS

Full and twin size

20% OFF

16 OZ,
CA NS

CANNON

49c
59c
69c

Medium
Family

Lb.58c
L.794

PRICES GOOD THU SAT., AUG. 28

POTATOES

20fl

LL BAG

(2 CT.) BATHROOM or(200 CT.) FACIAL

KLEENEX
BOUTIQUE
# TISSUES

CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

8 O'CLOCIC INSTANT
GOLDEN CORN
COFFEE
10.0z.
JAR 119
17 OZ.
CANS

KITCHEN TOWELS

CLOSE - UP TOOTHPASTE
Regular
Mini

L.594

has
,
DEL MONTE VALUE
SULTANA

mint flavor

Medium _
Large
Family

Boston Betts
Haas
whole
MEDIUM SIZE
Spare Ribs
SEMI-BONELESS

6FOR494
LB.104

PR $129

1

OSJ
regular flavor

L.594
Lb.$1.09

HOME GROWN

P Beets

NATIONAL BRANDS

ER
5

Braunschweiger
SUPER-RIGHT (SKINLESS)
Franks
SLICED
Allgood Bacon
Iii
I PLATTER
Bacon
Frog Legs

BARTLETT
ISO SIZE
Pears
HOME GROWN
allow Squash

MARVEL SALTINE

A/AM

iponent
abulous
. It has
ith a 6oading,
or, and
)visions
nes—in

WHERE MILLIONS SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE ...EVERY DAY!

WHOLE OR SLICED

STATELINE

_

RETURN FROM VACATION
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Cruce
of Cayce, and Mr. and Mrs.
CLINTON, Ky.—Routine and Cecil t..Yuce of Mikan, Tennessee
regular skin testing is replacing recently returned home aLter a
routine chest X-rays of the past week's vacation at Tistuidem'
In the detection of tuberculosis bird Mountain Resort, Nor*
according to information re- Carolina.
ceived from the Kentlicky Department of Health by Mrs. RETURNS FROM HOSPITAL.!
Phyllis Bugg, Hickman County Mos. Helen Link, who hai
health nurse.
heen in the Perry Co. Memori'
Mrs. Bugg stated that skin tat HospAa4 for the hint thref
testing is done at the county weeks following a heart .atitecle
health department throughout has been taken to her sneer*
Use year. However, August 30 home to recuperate.
end 31 have been set aside specifically for skin testing between
tie hours of 8 a.m. and 4:30 SHOP A.DVERTLSERS
P.m.

TB Skin Testing
Planned At Clinton

FRYERS

CRENSHAW'S
1.1

Army Spe,ialist Five Kenneth
W. Beeler,21,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Beeler. Route 1, Obion
recently received the Army
Commendation Medal near Da
Nam Vietnam
The medal was awarded for
meritorious service. Such service
can be over an extended period ori
time or for outstandin
achievement ins single Situation.
In either case, the recipient must
have demonstrated skills and
dedication far above the average.
Spec. 5 Beeler received the
award while assigned as a truck
master in Company C of the 84th
Engineer Battalion.
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FRESH
WHOLE

"We have no experience in the
oackfield except at quarterback," Coach Sides pointed out,
"and not much speed. So we
will have to depend On power
and playing hard-nosed football."
"We are working on a passing
game but it has been spasmodic," the coach added. "Whitnell throws well but our backs
and receivers will have to work
overtime on timing."

1

After Heath ,the Bulldogs
travel to Lone Oak. A home
game with Fulton County precedes consecutive road games
at Crittenden County, Murray
and Obion Central. Fulton returns home for matches with
Reidland and North Marshall before trekking to Fort Campbell.

Obion Soldier
Is Commended

INSPECTED

Whereas the Bulldogs have
only one returning starter in
the backfield, they have only
one beerier lineman who was
served as an assistant coach at not among the ten returning
Milan,. Tenn. two years before lettermen and 31 hopefuls who
taking over at Fulton.
welcomed the new coaching
A high school teammate and .staff at the beginning of praca "hometown" star at Fulton tice Actg. 2.
will assist Sides. GwIn Wood,
who played at Wetumpita with
"The size and experience in
Coach Sides, then went on to our line is one of our strong
Arkaasas Tech, will also serve points," Coach Sides explained.
as basketball coach after the "We have above average she
grid campaign.
but we need to be faster and
Johnny Covington served as quicker."
the Fulton signalealler in the
Oirteiki
early
Hawaii two-years
Al;
'ot the tine
of college at Knoxville before
to top the 200 mark on the
being seriously Injured in an
scales and all were starters last
automobile accident and finyear. Mike Morgan, a 115-pound
ished his education at Kansas
senior, will return at cellter.
State. Now be is back to help
Morgan has been hampered by
rebuild the Fulton City proan ankle injury in practice and
gram.
sophomore Andy Sensing has
And there is considerable 're- been working at center but Mor-

1

he explained.
Heath, a Class A newcomer,
is one of three new teams on
the Fulton City schedule this
year. R ei dl a n d, which also
joined the Class A ranks this
year, has been added along with
Obion, Tenn., Central. Three
Tennessee schools—South Fulton, Dyer County and Union
City — were dropped to make
way for the additions.

4 For 99c

ANTIPERSPIRANT(35c OFF)

JUMBO ROLLS

Others, 3for 99c
49c
69c

PEPSODENT TOOTHBRUSHES
4 FOR 61.00

Cannon
WASH CLOTHS
8 for 99c
Selected
HAND TOWELS
20% OFF

I 2c OFF LABEL

Gleam Toothpaste. .gfE39
ANN PAGE

Mayonnaise

JCI
ATR

SULTANA

20
0Z.
LYES.

Salad Dressing

JITR 4

PUREX

Bleach
SMU( KERS

Ice Cream T

SS GAL GT
BTL 01/

Questions, Answers On Price Freeze
A. It does. But the repeal of
Q. What about a cost-of-uving
tioned until the text of Sunday's
tax must
presidential order became pub- Increase due workers in Sep- the automobile excise
Congress; this
lic Monday, answered one of [ember because of rise in the be approved by
ihe thousands of questions consumer price index which al- may not happen.
potAing into Washington on the ready has taken place?
Q. If it does happen, will the
A. This too must wait until
impact and operation of the 90saving of around $200 per car
Nov. 12.
day freeze.
Q. Should wage negotiations be passed on to automobile
Following are some of the
buyers?
most frequently asked ques- now in progress be halted?
A. No. the government would
tions and where available, the
A. Nixon says he will insist
prefer that they be negotiated
answers:
be passed
Q. What is covered by the to a settlement to avoid the that the tax saving
would mean a 10 per
freeze?
risk of shutdowns. But any pay on. This
of U.S.
A. Wages, salaries, prices increase which is agreed on cent drop in the price
prices on foreignand rents.
should be made effective as of cars while
made cars would rise 3 per
Q. Not dividend payments or Nov. 12.
interest rates?
Q. The President has asked
because of the new import
A. Nixon has asked the na- that the 7 per cent excise tax cent
tion's bankers to hold the line on new cars be repealed by tax.
Q. If a scheduled pay inon interest. Lacking authority Congress. But he has just im472-1
to control dividends, he is ask- posed a 10 per cent tax on all crease is deferred because of
ing corporations voluntarily not dutiable imports including for- the freeze, can the worker get
Now Showing Thru
to raise their dividend pay- eign-made cars. Does this the increase retroactively when
ments.
mean that foreign cars would the freeze ends?
SATURDAY!
Q. What about profit mar- take a new 3 per cent tax in'. There is no provision for
gins?
retroactive payments.
crease?
A. Not covered. The ban on
price increases is expected to
hold profits down.
Q. What is the ceiling level?
A. Until Nov. 12, no price or
wage may exceed the level
that prevailed in the month
ended Aug. 14, 1971. A lower
— The carry a minimum of three full
WASHINGTON
price may be charged, but not Federal Communications Com- network stations and three ina higher.
mission has proposed rules for dependent stations, plus two
Q. Does this apply to state, the future of cable television, distant stations.
local and federal governments an infant industry promising a Cable systems in the second
as well as private sellers and new revolution in America's 50 markets would be required
employers?
to carry three network, one inliving rooms.
A. It does. Even though some
the proposed rules, dependent and two distant staUnder
states have scheduled pay incable systems would have to of- tions.
creases to take effect Sept. 1,
smaller
subscribers a wide range of Systems In markets
fer
the presidential order calls for
signals, than the top 100 would carry
television
over-the-air
postponement of the increase
tree closed-circuit channels for three network and one indepenuntil the freeze ends.
by government, educators dent stations.
use
United Artists
GP
Q. Can state universities
and
individual citizens, and
in
effect
raise tuitions to take
two-way potential that could
September? Can state public
home screens with
utility commissions grant rate connect
PLAY BOY LATE
computers or future shop-fromincreases?
Show Saturday
A. In both cases, the rates home department stores.
NITE: Open 10:45
The effect of the rules procan be raised, but the increases
18 Years and Over ID's
cannot take effect until ex- posed Thursday would be to
promote cable systems to fill
• piration of the freeze.
12•quired Pleas..
et
Q. What is the official ex- unused channels with a vastly
wider and more varied fare
THEY GM ALL THEIR CORN LICK'ER Oita tion date?
A. Nov. 12, 1971.
than is now available most
CORN COBS, AND FELT THE
Q. Can Nixon extend the places.
SPIRIT OF THE HILLS IN HER JUGS
freeze without new legislation/
a
The rules are expected to go
=mt.:rt<
A. Yes, present law permits Into effect March 1 unless the
him to extend it to April 30, FCC changes its mind by the
1972.
end of the year, when a final
Q. Can importers add the decision is scheduled.
tax
import
new 10 per cent
Because the proposals are
they now must pay to the sure to inspire energetic lobbyA BOXOFFICE INTERNATIONAL PICTURE which
even
goods,
imported
cost of
ing by broadcasters who see
though this means raising the cable systems as a threat the
Sun. - Mon. & Tues. price?
commission took the unusual
A. Although Secretary of the
step of sending Congress a
Treasury John B. Connally inMEET GINGER- dicated in his televised news lengthy explanation of the prolouts.
Hur weapon is i I 1:0(iy
conference Monday that ;Jr
*Cable television, also known
Ste can cut you hiil ytii
per cent surcharge tax would
as CATV for "community anor curl, you'
have to be absorbed, a Treastenna television," brings teleuy spokesman said officials
vision signals into the home via
now believe that relief will
coaxial cable from a central
have to be provided for some
servimporters. A new Treasury rul- antenna. Closed-circuit
ices, such as weather or news
ing is expected shortly.
Q. What about school teach- reports, also are sometimes
run $5
ers who have signed higher pay provided. Fees generally
contracts that take effect with to $7 a month.
Of the nation's 80 million
the opening of school in Sepsets, only 5.9 million are contember?
A. The official answer, at this nected to CATV systems, mostmoment is that the pay in- ly in rural areas where recepcrease must be postponed. But tion would otherwise be poor.
Under the FCC proposals all
here again, a Treasury statement is reported to be in the cable systems would have to
works which may modify or carry the signals of all stations
within 35 miles.
clarify the ruling.
In the 50 largest television
Q. Can recently announced
price increases crn steel prod- markets they would have to
ucts take effect on schedule?
Exports May Hit 23%
A. Those not yet in effect
be deferred until the
MU!
BONN — By 1980, experts befreeze ends.
lieve, exports will account for
last
company
a
Q. Suppose
23 per cent of West Germany's
year granted a wage increase total sales, compared with 19.3
the
with
steps,
two
in
effective
per cent in 1970.
CHERI CAFFARO
szcond- step taking effect on
)1,0H by Deluxe'
Sept. 1, 1971?
A. The pay boost must be
[ADULTS ONLYi
postponed.

— How
WASHINGTON
can a consumer know whether
a storekeeper is cheating on
President Nixon's price freeze?
Because every one in the
businss of selling goods or
services must "maintain for
public inspection a record of
the highest prices or rents
charged for such goods or similar commodities or services
during the 30-day period ending
Aug. 14, 1971."
That requirement, unmen-

EULTON

Henderson Salant Factory
To Be Closed In 60 Days
A Salant and Salent factory in Contacted in New York, Mr.
Henderson will be shut down in 60 Lipshie confirmed that employes
days because it is losing money of the plant had been advised the
and the employes have failed to the industry will be shut dolma ir
cooperate. according to Joe 00 days
Lipshie of New York, president of "The plant was losing money.'l
the company which operates said the manufacturer.. "One
factories in several locations in reason for the closing is that the
Tennessee
awboirlikte:a, are uncooperative and
The closure apparently will not not producing to their fullest
Union
in
effect the Salant plants
Pity and Obion, although Mr. Silent also operates the
Lipshie said foreign competition Chester Manufacturing Company
is a major factor in decreasing in Henderson, which makes pants
profits
similar to the Union City
The Henderson facility first operation. It will not be affected
opened its doors 31 years ago and by the shutdown, Mr. Uplink
is engaged in the manufacture of said.
Mr. Lipshie is scheduled to be
shirts The work force of 250 is
in Henderson Friday,
predominately female.
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Two Down Master
Bourbon Makers'
Glassblowers la U.S.
Old
Strains
Yeast
are only

LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Makers of
bourbon whisky carefully nurt from one genlure their
eration to the next. Many distillers' yeast strains are very
old; one says his has been in
the family about 175 years,
yeast imparts a distinct personality to a bourbon.

ANNOUNCING
Phyllis Campbell's
senooL op
DANCE

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush PuliplaiL Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

REGISTRATION

August 28
at 10:00 a. m.
Ai The
Chamber of
Commerce
Ages - 3Thru?

Cable TV Rules
Proposed By FCC

"COLD

TURKEY"

,BOSTON — There
about two dozen master glassblowers in the United Staten.
But their number is growing u
Industry and science find their
skills indispensable. Some university and industrial research
laboratories employ their own
glassblowers.

DICK VAN DYKE
'COLD TURKEY'

FULTON
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1:11SIIC
Ilf1)1
st- leTeat I
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a
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JAMI 'IITWIN- .SIZE MATTRESSi;
27"X54"
THROW RUGS & BOX SPRINGS
$47.50
Machine Serged
On A114 Sides

$4 Each

36X60 DINETTE TABLE tri nr
M.V3
WITH 6 CHAIRS

LAMPS

ENTERPRISE WRINGER WASHERS

Values to $24.95
Odds & Ends-Some Pals

GINGER

$8410

Smells
so good
and ... controls
horn and face flies too!

THUR., FRI.. SAT..
AUG.26-27-28

TABLES

Cattle really go for the SWEET taste of
FLY-CONTROL
BLOCKS

ST13CKFICIE

mood

CARPET
REMNANTS
1/2 PRICE

Sun. Thru Wed.,
Aug.29 Thru Sept. 1
Ordinary and bargain-price blocks rarely give
"Poor palatability is
effective fly control.
usually the reason." It takes a lot of know-how
to build a feed block that cattle will eat throughout the fly season.

RATED "X" Under Age
18 Not Admitted!

Dial 472-1300

NANA

_
lc

Your STOCKADE Headquarters

ea:.-..

_

„.

Slightly Damaged

$99.95

HIDE-A-BEDS In Herndon Covers

$159.95

PHONE 885-2732

Nktkct

X
HersheN___..
-Barbara
i*

3 PIECE BEDROOM SUITS

CREDIT TERMS
AVAILABLE
PAYMENTS TO FIT
YOUR BUDGET

Browder Milling Co.; Inc.
Fulton. Ky.

$89.95

FREE DELIVERY

STOCKADE'S GOT IT!
Get your supply now.
... and start controlling
horn and face flies the sure-way..

$89.95

ORTH-O-PEDIC 'FIRM MATTRESS
& BOX SPRINGS 10 Year Guarantee

Odds & Ends-Some Pairs

1/2 PRICE
— PLUS —

Only 3 To Sell

rime:ace

EVERY DEPARTMENT IS HUMMING WITH BARGAINS! BE EARLY!

a
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Party Unity Asked
By Ford, Carroll
By PRESTON KENNEDY tucky's surplus manpower, good
Sum-Democrat Executive Editor communities and other factors
attractive to industre.
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Lt. Gov Wendell Ford and Ju- Delegations from 19 coundel
attended
the rally at War Mel
lian Carroll told a First District
tally tonight that unified Demo- modal Fairgrounds.
crats can bring victory for the Introduced were six area state
party in the November election. representatives, two state sense
Ford said that Democrats took tors, and U.S. Rep. Frank A
their message to the Kentucky Stubblefield. Richard Frymire„
people in the primary, and that Madisonville, one of the stabil
the people had spoken by nomi- co-chairmen for the Democratic
nating him as the Democratic Campaign, presided at the rally.
Candidate for governor, and Carroll as the candidate for lieutenant governor.
"We are no longer Ford Democrats or Combs Democrats ..
So MUCH. . .
It's just Dernoerats," Ford said.
Carroll said, "We are through
lor so LITTLE...
the primary, there is no doubt
*******555
I 'am for Wendell Ford to be
Only 5 Or word
the next governor of Kentucky.
We have joined together and
to reach
alin to give the Democrats a vic6,500
Homes I
tory this yesr."
_
In a referendum to campaign
AVON CHRISTMAS selling
spending proposals offered during the day in which Ford pro- starts soon. Enjoy extra income
posed that limit of $330,000 be for school expenses and :gifts.
set focal campaign advertising Openings now available. Contact Margaret Taylor, Box 1022,
costs between May 26 and Nov.
Padueaih, Ky. 42001: Phone 8982, Ford said that Tom Ember- 2708.
ton, his GOP foe, had changed
Tiny Toy Poodles. Ready to
his position on campaign spendlove. Poodle Pamper Parlor
ing.
Ford said he found out today 479-2229.
that the Republicans already
wENT Wheelchairs, crutches
have spent more than 9200,000 and other
convalescent aids at
on this election. He added that CITY SUPER DRUG Olt Lae
the Democrats, including eor 114.
Fulton, Ks,
penditures for minor items such
WANTED: Two mien, must be
as nail fries and balloons, have
spent or contracted for spending over 18 years old, to work as
waiters 2 nights a week: hours
In the amount of only 627,000.
7: p. m. to 12: p. m. Apply in
On education, Ford said the
penman only.
state needs to shift emphasis •Rey Hunter at Ray's.
elemestary, secondary and vocational wheels, but not to deSLEEPING ROOMS for rent.
prive schooM of higher educa- Private bath. Call 472-2636.
tion "of growth money."
Ford said more vocational
ATTENTION:
school are needed in order that
To earn more money as a
young people could be trained secretary, you must muster
for jobs that may already be shorthand. Speedviriting ABC
evailabisi In their communities. Shorthand . . easiest to learn
. easiest to remember . . .
He renewed his so-called "radius plan" for Murray State Uni- easiest way to a tap job.
Taught exclusively in this viversity. This proposal would call
cinity at Bruce Business hetifor Murray State, which has had tute, 308
Poplar, Mantic', Tena decline in enrollment, to ac- nessee. Telephone 587-4911.
Encommodate Kentucky students roll now for eight week course!
limits
extend
its
then
first, and
UiWAN
u d em
for
'
14,4 EDIATELY,olMwtikoelteto stit4117 Obr
eJIrnerx iirfth Rawleigh HeusineceIr3('af8es
now charged out-of-state stu- hold Products. Can earn $30
weekly part time. Write giving
dents.
phone no.: limy Harris, RawFord said the university offers
leigh Co., Freeport, Ill, or call
a tremendous opportunity for 815-232-4161
from 8 to 4:30.
training and teaching, and
the
job
should be allowed to do
Leave your small animals
it's designed to do.
with us for a worry free vacaOn roads, Ford said he favors tion. Poodle Pamper Parlor
•constant road construction pro- .179-2229.
gram to be conducted by the
state, and said they should be
constructed in such a manner so
as to remain serviceable for
many years, He said the state
Square Tires
has built many 4-lane highways
.
but what is needed now is "get
4
c,
to It" roads.
For the farmer, Ford said the
present state administration has
primarily concerned itself with
volume of goods produced on
1TIRES
. TIWED
. 1
the farm. He said what is needed is for attention to be given
to returning the farmer a greatWheels Balanced 1
er profit, adding the state should
•
I
provide "seed (loan) money" to
allow young people to remain on WHEELS ALIGNED/
the farm.
Ford said his administration
would taken the state's case tor
industrial development to many
State Line
places ... and that industrial
4714741
prospects would be told of Ken- S. Fullers - Pb.

BROTHER

WORLD GLOBE

CHARGER II
TYPEWRITER

PORTA FILES
1 77

Full color lithoed metal world globe,
9" diameter, 11%" toll. New features
on globe and Zodiac base and marked
Meridian guide.

All -steel typewriter with
full-sire 84 character standard office key board. An
incomparable value for students or professional typists.
Rugged, lightweight, built to
last. Console type case
cover.

Great for holding valuable papers for
both home and office. Durable baked
enamel, woodgrain or avocado finish.
Has handle and lock. Complete with
Index folders.

Compare at $59.88

297
Compare at
$3.49

300
COUNT

UNDERWOOD

TYPEWRITER
The "315" features keyboard
set tabulations, an extra plus
e*crettinsquetricar Fri a fiAlfeatured, value priced portable with handsome leather.
lookcarrying case.

11.74. Albn

Compare at 984
A great buy. 300 sheets of typing
paper for only 774. Hurry to
BIG K and save.

Compare at $59.88

64
COUNT

All metal typewriter will full sized
keyboard, variable release, two
color-ribbon, bock space key, separate carrying case. 5-year guarantee. A real value!

Compare at
$1.19
6/ different and brilliant colors
in flip-top box with built-in
sharpener, Non-toxic.

t

raizT

RECORD RIOT
SAVE ON THESE
GREAT CAMDEN
ALBUMS BY YOUR
FAVORITE
ARTISTS

I
1-21"

CLOSEOUT NOW ON ALL

1971 PONTIACS
SEE — A.L JACKSON MOTORS
Union City,Tenn.

TRATEL-A-LONG
SEWING KIT

Air Conditioning and heating
ce Machines
Low and medium temperature refrigeration
rvice contracts and quarterly inspection
available. Large or small equipment, we have
he capability to repair or replace as needed.

77c

Compare of 1.00
A handy kit with oil the ingredients for fast repairs of
back to school clothes.
Plastic case makes storing
easy.

SEWING NEEDS
RIOT

4

HAIR TRIMMER
COMB

for 88C

Compare at 394 Each
Compare at 1.49
Buy your needs for bock to
school now. A wide selection Trim your entire families
of needles, seam rippers, hair and save. An ideal cost
thimbles, topes, etc. at this cutter for the student.
low price.

We do not do domestic or residential work.

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors
rvice Depart.)

Rich Berlage, Service

119 Morris Street,

Mgr,

South Fulton, Tenn.

cc phone(901) 479-2311
(Nights. call (901)

469-5608

Contains sturdy, precision
made T-square 12" long with
inch and metric scales, 7-In.!
protracter, 6" 30-45-60-90°
triangle, nickel-plated metal
compass, pencil sharpener,
drawing 'Dirndl and red rubber
eraser. Assorted colors.

DRAW-A-LOT MARKERS

CRAYOLA
CRAYONS

1

Commercial& Industry Service Work

TYPING
PAPER
044tEAL11.00,,

WANTED!
°mina
es

City Tire Co.
ix W.

Flat steel kits or brunch bags.
A large assortment of colors,
solids, plaids, flowers and
pint
characters. All with
vacuum bottle. Great for back
to school youngsters. Easy care,
easy clean.

OBION SQUARE SHOPPINGUNIONCENTER
CITY, TENN
REELFOOT AVE
REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY thru SATURDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM

Compare
at $1.95
Felt tip markers in 6 different
colors for the budding artist.
Quantity and Quality.
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U.S.D.A. CHOICE

ROUND STEAK
89c
LUNCH MEATS
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

tr-4P•

41 PLUS
QUALITY
.STAMPS

t

Lb. °Tjr:'41ITSY

REELFOOT6 - 8 Lb.

3

E. W. JAMES

1/2 Lb.
-

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

411'

•

-

.S.D.A.

t - P

59

IS-oz.

.4 '4_••9 4-

29c

4
,

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

594

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP

PIE IHEI.V

BISCUITS
6FoR59c

HEINZ 26-oz.

TOMATO CATSUP

2Lb.

35c
35c

32-oz.

79c

ANGLER

594
4--

STOKELY SWEET 22-oz.

PICKLES

J

49

FABRIC SOITNER 33-oz.

89c

TUNA

14-oz. ___ Si 09

INSTANT

NESTEA
3-oz.
STOKELY 46-oz.

89c

AP ml 1

6 1/2-oz.

INSTANT COFFEE with coupon 89c
$1.17

E. W. James and Sons — Offer Expixes
.tember 1, 1971

39c

WITH THIS COUPON

ALPINE FLOUR

25LB $221

5 Quart Bucket __ 52.09

ICE MILK
1 2 GAL.494
RIPENED

ORANGE GATORADE

51.00

32-oz. _ _ 39c

PSj
TOTELY TO41544P
AT
S04""‘""P-

JUICE

32 oz.

394

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

HOT COCOA MIX
Ea
— HYDE PARK BREAD —
16-oz. LOAF

23c

20os. ROUND - TOP

30c

24-os. PULLMAN

35c

ROLLS Pk.of 12
U.S. NO.1 RED

TOMATOES
E

194

POTATOES
10 59

FANCY RED DELICIOUS
APPLES Le, 296

LBS

U.S. NO.1 YELLOW

FANCY POLE

ON
IO
NS
3BAGt.B. 29c

BEANS

100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS

WITH THIS COUPON — SAVE 25c
Maxwell House 6-os. Jar

Without Coupon

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

SWIFT'S OR TURNER'S

LB

LYSOL SPRAY

DISENFECTANT

59c

7 Cans

ARNATION I

49c

CHICKEN OF SEA

16-oz. Can

32-oz.
-

FOR

ICE CREAM

_

4
,•
4 4M4,

GREEN BEANS

MATOES

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

-•4
MARY LOU

STOKELY

15 oz.

POTATO CHIPS

FOR

STOKELY

KOSHER DILLS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

16 oz.

RaiPOTATOES 16-oz. 5 For $1.00
STEELS

JACK SPRAT

SALAD OIL
SALMON

2 Per Pkg.

WONDER TWIN PAK

I40 4'410-."
14EF WAY

aa
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS CREAM STYLE

TURNER'S

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAIN PS

LB.

STAMPS FREE

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

59c

49c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

LIM

TONY
DOGFOOD
1 AIDIsf 10t

-PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Gnarl

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
IT TAKES $10.00 FOR BOTHCOUPONS
GARDEN DELIGHT

FRENCH FRIES

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

wrrii colTpOir&ND_ADDITIONAL18700 --P-UREHArE EITCLUDING MILK & TOBACCO
WITH THIS COUPON
WITH THIS COUPON

OLEO

COOKING OIL
24 oz

PLUS

LB.
LB

JP -A/

CHOICE

PET RITZ

DOG FOOD
NW -Pose

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

'4
.

LB

MARBEL

FOR 1

KM- KAN

4IP

4.-~--aamera-0-0-0-0-4- a a—

SUGAR RINGS
LEMON JUMBLE
COCONUT BARS
TEA

--J

HEEL OF RUMP ROAST AND
BONE IN RUMP ROAST, PLUS
QUALITY STAMPS
LB.

SMOKEDPLUS

IS iP5ICN

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

4I

COUNTRY STYLE

SLICEr;
f-

BACON

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

411.111,

BOLOGN A, BEEF &

S

41 410-

PORK CHOPS
PORK CHOPS BREAKFAST CHOPS
794
594
EB9
LOIN CHOPS PORK TENDERLOIN
RIBS
89t
$129
694
RUMP ROAST
RUMP ROAST BONELESS ROUND
794
$1.19
2
100 QUALITY
CORN
LB.

REELFOOT SLICED

4hollyw-

END CUT

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

BACON,
LIVER CHEESE, PEPPEREDLOAF,PAP LOAF,SOUC E,
SPICED LUNCHEON,
6 05. PKG.

411"VIP

CENTER CUT

LB.

39

FRESH SHELLED

PEAS

LB 59C

T'HIS AD GOOD THURSDAY AUG, 26th, THRU WEDNESDAY SEPT. 1st, 1971

LW.JAMES SONS.1
f t "MAXI-SAVINGS
•

op

.8 SUPERMARKET
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

WITH THIS COUPON— SAVE 12c
Maxwell House

COFFEE (with coupon) 1 Lb. Can 83c
Without Coupon

95c

E. W. James and Sons — Offer Expires
September 1, 1971

